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1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the work reported herein has been to obtain evi
dence from which conclusions may be drawn as to the potential of the 
techniques of radiofrequency resonance absorption spectroscopy (RRAS) 
in detecting specified quantities of specific explosives in checked airline 
luggage. The program has included an investigation of the applicability 
to this problem of the three RRAS techhiques: (a) nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR), (b) electron spin magnetic resonance (ESR), and (c) 
nuclear quadrupolar resonance (NQR). 

The types of explosives and quantities specified to be detected 
are as follows: 

Dynamite 8 sticks each, 1-1/8 11 dia x 8 '1 long 

Smokeless powder 4 pounds 

Black powder 4 pounds 

Plastic Explosive 2.5 pounds 

The dynamites to be detected are those types using nitroglycerine. The 
plastic explosive included two types: type C-4 with an RDX base and 
plasticized PETN or Detasheet. The maximum size of the airline 
luggage to be considered was specified as being 14 inches (35.6 cm) by 
24 inches (61 cm) by 30 inches (76 cm). 

The program included an investigation to determine the basic 
detectability of each explosive by each of the three RRAS techniques. 
From this study the utility of each ~ethod in the detection of each ex
plosive of interest has been established and data was obtained on the 
characteristics of the response produced by the materials. This study 
was primarily experimental in nature and data was obtained from small 
samples of the explosives which could be accommodated and handled in 
the laboratory. The work was supplelnented by data a\--ailable from the 
literature to aid in e$tablishing the validity of the results where experi
mental evidence was either impractical or inconclusive. In addition, 
the feasibility of providing a sensitive detection volume of adequate size 
to accommodate the luggage of interest was also established by experi
mental apparatus assembled during the program. The effect of inter
fering materials was also considered and investigated to a limited extent. 

During the program, it was found that all the explosives of 
interest, with the exception of black powder, provided a strong hydrogen 
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NMR response. The unique characteristics of the NMR response pro
duced by most of the explosive s is such that an excellent possibility 
exists for separating the signal obtained from these materials from that 
produced by other materials which would commonly be found in aircraft 
luggage. 

While the pos sibilities for detecting black powder by NMR do not 
appear to be very high, it was found that this material exhibited a very 
strong ESR response. The smokeles s pOWders were also found to rmve 
useful ESR characteristics though the amplitude of the response was 
much weaker than that from the black powder. The other explosives did 

, not provide a detectable ESR characteristic. 

From the results of the study conducted during this program. only 
RDX appears to be detectable by the pure NQR technique. Even in the 
case of RDX, detection of the nitrogen-14 pure NQR response was found 
to be much more difficult than was detection of the hydrogen NMR 
response from the same material. Evidence of the existence of a pure 
NQR was not found experimentally in the other explosive materials and 
a survey of pertinent literature tended to confirm the fact that detectable 
NQR responses would not be obtained. 

Based on the encouraging results obtained with both NMR and 
ESR, program efforts were then directed toward establishing that both 
thes(' RRAS technique s Were capable of providing adequate sensitivity to 
detect the quantities of explosives of interest in an inspection region of 
adequate size to accom.m.odate luggage of the specified dimensions. In 
thE' case of ESR, detection of black powder under these conditions was 
successfully demonstrated using a system assembled from conventional 
laboratory apparatus and a magnet which was available at SwRI. This 
system operated at a frequency near 950 MHz. Demonstration of NMR 
under these conditions required the fabrication of a special electro
magnet and an RF sample coil to provide an inspection volume: (1) of 
adequate extent to accommodate the luggage and (2) of adequate charac
teristics to provide sensitive detection capabilities. When used with 
power sources available at SwRI these proved to be suitable for demon
strating the possibilities of detecting an NMR response from certain 
materials in the inspection volume. The quantity of materials which 
could ~'e detected were comparable to that specified for the explosives 
of interest. Detection of the explosives (and other materials having a 
very short TZ) in this full size volume was not possible due to limita
tions on the peak RF power and in the recovery time of the apparatus 
available in the S'NRI laboratory. The results were sufficient, however, 
to demonstrate the basic feasibility of providing a detection volume of 
adequate extent and characteristics to permit NMR detection of materials 
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in cIH~ck('d baggage. In addition, the results provide guidelines from 
which spl'cifications have been dprived for the apparatus to be used with 
t\w magnet and coil to permit explosive s to be Succes sfully detected in 
the' full sizt' inspection volume. The electromagnet was also used with 
a smaller coil to further demonstrate the available detection capabilities. 
This 6 in. (15. 2 cm) high by 14 in. (35. 5 cm) wide coil is such that an 
attache caSe may be passed through for inspection. Using this coil on 
an attache case, sensitivity was such that an explosive si:mulant equiva
lent to two sticks of dynamite could be detected with the available labora
tory apparatus. This as se:mbly was also used to evaluate, to a limited 
extent, the effects on the NMR response of various ite:ms that may be 
commonly carried in luggage. No serious problems were encountered 
in this regard. 

As a result of the findings of the program, the use of NMR to 
detect all explosives of interest, except black powder, in the specified 
size luggage appears feasible. Similarly, the use of ESR to detect black 
powder appears feasible. Demonstration of the full NMR capability re
quires that apparatus of expan6ed capabilities in available power and 
recovery time be available for use with the magnet and the sample coil. 
Attainment of such expanded capabilities appears to be within the range 
of practicality. In addition, instrumentation means to recognize the 
respor.se from explosives and discriminate against the response from 
other materials commonly found in luggage needs to be developed. The 
basis£or such discrimination appears to be largely available from the 
finding s of the pre sent program. 

Details of the apparatus, the investigations and the findings using 
NMR and ESR techniques are described in the following sections of this 
report. Similar infor:mation relative to NQR is contained in Volume Z of 
this report which is bound separately and classified Confidential. The 
basis for the classification is the relationship of the work to that per
formed under U. S. Army Contract No. DAAKOZ-72-C-0467 and DAAK02-
74-C-0056 and the relevant security requirements of these contracts. 
An analysis of the results obtained with all the RRAS techniques is in
cluded in subsequent sections of Volume I of the report along with the 
conclusions and recommendations derived from this study. 
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II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

The three RRAS techniques which have been used are NMR, ESR 
and NQR. Each of these is a form of resonance absorption spectroscopy. 
General and theoretical discussions of these techniques are available in 
the literature. Further general information on these methods and dis
cussions of specific application to explosives detection are included in 
AppendiX A at the end of this report. In the following sections the techni
cal discussions pertinent to the detection of explosives in airline luggage 
by RRAS technique s are given. This brief technique description is 
followed by descriptions of the apparatus used for experimentation and 
the experimental results. 

A. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies 

On the basis of previous work at SwRI, it appeared likely 
that nuclear magnetic resonanCe {NMR} techniques could be used to de
tect all of the explosives of interest with the pos sible exception of black 
powder and that this material could most likely be detected by electron 
spin resonance {ESR} techniques. This previous work had demonstrated 
the detection of certain explosives in letters and mines, and had p;t"ovided 
data which indicated that the transient NMR method would provide the 
best detection sensitivity. On the basis of these previous findings, the 
transient NMR detection method was selected for use in the studie s con
ducted during the pre sent program. The pertinent aspects of this de
tection method are de scribed in the following ~ection. 

1. Transient NMR Detection Method 

For NMR detection the material to be studied is 
placed in a static magnetic field, Ho. and the interaction of the nuclei 
of interest with an applied radiofrequency magnetic field, Hl, is detected. 
With the transient NMR detection method, the radiofrequency field is 
applied in single or multiple short bursts. The intensity of the biasing 
magnetic field, Ho ' is chosen to be such that the nuclear species to be 
detected is resonant at the frequency of the RF energy. For hydrogen 
nuclei, this frequency, fo, (in Hertz) is related to the field intensity, 
Ho. (in Gauss) by 

fo = 4257.6 Ho (1) 

As an example, for resonance (and most sensitive detection) of hydrogen 
nuclei at a frequency of 2.5 MHz. the magnetic field must be at 587. 19 
Gauss. 
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When the burst of RF energy is properly applied and 
the magnetic field is at the proper value, the nuclei rotate (or precess) 
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the applied RF field. The 
amount of the rotation is dependent upon the energy content of the burst 
of RF and for convenience the amount of energy is usually rated in terms 
of the affect on the angular precession of the nuclei which they induce. 
Thus, a 90 0 pulse is one which contains enough energy to cause a pre
cession through an angle of 90 0

• The energy, and consequently the angle 
of rotation, 9, is linearly proportional to the product of the strength of 
the RF field, HI, in Gauss, and the pulse width, tWI in seconds. For 
hydrogen nuclei this is given by the relation 

(2) 

where 9 is expressed in radians and is 11/2 for a 900 pulse and T1' for a 
180 0 pulse. The energy content of the pulse bur sts is very important to 
achieving optimum detection sensitivity. For a 90 0 pulse the product of 
HI and tw is such that 

(3) 

For good detection sensitivity, the intensity, Hl, of 
the RF pulse must be such that 

1 
4,257.6 x HI ~ * 

T2 
(4) 

where T~ is the observed relaxation time of the hydrogen nuclei to be 
detected. This includes both the spin-spin relaxation time, T2' for the 
hydrogen nuclei in the sample and the effects of inhomogeneity in the 
bias magnetic field 6 H

9c
. For the conditions encountered with hydrogen 

nuclei in explosive s, a T Z value of about 40 microseconds is typical in 
a homogeneous field. As the field homogeneity becomes poorer the 
value of T~ decreases and a larger value of HI becomes necessary. 

For the case where T~= 40 microseconds and using 
Equation (4) the minimum value of HI is 5.87 Gauss. The width of a 
90 0 pulse for an HI of 5.87 Gauss is, from Equation (3), 

tw = lOx 10 - 6 sec. 

In a static field of poorer homogeneity, a shorter pulse burst of higher 
intensity would provide more optimum dete'ction sensitivity. Thus the 
useful pulse widths may range from 1. 0 to 10.0 microseconds with cor
responding values of HI ranging from 58.7 to 5.87 Gauss. 
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When a solenoid coil is used, the peak pOWer required 
to gl~nE'rat<.' an RF magnetic field of intensity, HI, over volume, V, 
inside thE' coil is 

P RF = HI Z f V (watts) 

9Q 
(5) 

where HI is the RF field in Gauss, Q is the quality factor of the coil pro
ducing the RF field, f is the operating frequency (in megahertz) from 
Equation (I), and V is the volume available ih the coil in cubic centi
meters. The maximum value of Q which may be used is dependent upon 
the bandwidth and rise time requirements and it becomes smaller as the 
pulse burst lengths, t w , are reduced. 

To accommodate luggage of the maximum specified 
size, an inspection volume 14 inches (35.6 cm) by Z4 inches (6l em) by 
30 inches (76 em) or 10,080 cubic inches (1. 65 x 105 cm3 ) is required. 
For simultaneous inspection of this entire volume for explosives an 
appropriate level of HI must be present throughout this region. Pro
ducing such a large field over this volume requires RF bursts of very 
high peak power. For example, when HI is 5.87 Gauss, the peak power 
required, when the Q is 10, is 

(PRF)H = 158,000 watts, 

Where higher values of HI are necessary, the peak pOWer requirements 
increase rapidly not only due to the influence of square of the HI term in 
the equation, but also due to the effect caused by the lower Q which must 
be used with shorter pulse burst lengths. In practice the RF peak power 
needed may range from 158,000 watts to more than 10 megawatts. The 
average power, however, is less than 10 watts in almost all cases. 

Experience has shown that the RF pulses can be used 
singly, in pairs and in repeated series of up to 6 or 8 pulses. To date, 
however, most of the explosives detection work has used one of the 
following three pul~e configurations: (a) a single 900 pulse, (b) a dual 
90 0 pulse, and (c) a d'ual 90 0 -180 0 pulse sequence. These three pulse 
configurations and the transient NMR signals that they produce are given 
in Figure 1. 

The single 90 0 pulse is drawn in Figure lao A s soon 
as the RF is a~plied, the value of the nuclear magnetization starts to 
decay at the T~ rate because it is being rotated by the RF energy and is 
not in equilibrium. The 90 0 pulse decays by time tD' The detection 
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system rhen begins to recover from the effects of the high power pulse 
burst and the received signal through the system increases until it inter
sects the decay curve at time ts in Figure lao 

The dual 90 0 pulse sequence is drawn in Figure lb. 
The second 90 0 pulse is delayed from the first by the time'i' and is 
shifted in phase relative to the first pulse by 90 0

• The second 90 0 pulse, 
phase shifted by 90 0

, brings out a larger NMR signal than does the 
single 90 0 pulse. In the solid materials like explosives, the second 90 0 

pulse regenerates the decay (gives an echo) as shown in Figure Ib when 
..J, 

the second pulse is applied before the end of the Ti decay. 

The 90 0 -1800 double-pulse sequence is given in 
Figure lc. The decay that is found for the magnetization Mo is T2 
l"ather than T~s where T2 is longer than T~. As shown in Figure lc, the 
signal doC's not regenerate as it does in Figure Ib and when the pulses 
are close together, the NMR echo signal is not symmetrical. The case 
when T2 is much, much longer than T~ is drawn in Figure Id. In most 
cases, the 90 0 -phase shifted 90 0 pulse sequence of Figure Ib provides 
the best signal/noise ratios with the explosives. The experimental 
apparatus used to make transient NMR measurements on the explosives 
of interest will now be considered. 

2. Apparatus for Small Sample Transient 
NMR Measurements 

In the interest of safety and to permit use of proven 
instrumentation available at SwRI. the initial transient NMR measure
ments on explosives were made with small samples. The s:rnall samples 
Were adequate for determining the transient NMR characteristics of the 
materials and allow the measurements to be made in small sample coils, 
and from Equation (5), with relatively small peak powers. The equip
ment used to perform thesc measurements was composed of assemblies 
available in the Instrumentation Research Division of SwRI as a result 
of previous developments. A block diagram of the transient NMR appa
ratus uscQ for these measurements is shown in Figure 2. 

The program selector establishes the pulse sequence 
which is used. In making the measurements the single 900 pulse tech
nique illustrated in Figure la as well as the 90 0 -90 0 (phase = 90 0 ) dual
pulse sequence of Figure lb were used. The 90 0 pulses were 5 micro
seconds wide and for the dual pulse sequence. the second followed the 
start of the first by 14 microseconds. Thus, from Figu.re 1 b, 
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tw 5 microseconds 
-t' 14 microseconds. 

A photograph of the dual 90 0 pulse' sequence displayed on an oscilloscope 
is shown in Figure 3a. The detected signal resulting from the use of 
this dual 90 0 pulse sequence is displayed in Figure 3b. This particular 
signal was obtained from hexamethylenetetramine (H1\1T) which has cer
tain characteristics which permit it to be used as an NMR simulant for 
some explosives. One of these characteristics is a long spin lattice 
relaxation time constant, TI, and another is a relatively short spin-
spin relaxation constant, T2' The dUJ.l trace as shown in Figure 3b is a 
result of allowing two different times for polarization to occur prior to 
the transmitted pulse ~equence. The larger signal results from a polar
ization time of sixty seconds, while the smaller signal was produced by 
allovving a shorter polarization time of around ten seconds. This dif
ference is caused by the large value of Tl of 30 seconds for HMT, The 
detected signal level increases exponentially as a function of t/Tl and 
rcache s 95% of the maximum value at t = i Tl' In this case, t, is the 
time the sample is allowed to remain in tt.e magnetic field prior to the 
transmitter bursts or the time allowed for polarization to occur. 

The pulses out of the pl'ogram selector control the 
pulsed RF oscillator. The output of the pulsed oscillator are pulses or 
bursts of radiofrequency voltage at a frequency of 2.5 megahertz. The 
burst duration is the same width as the width of the input pulses. These 
RF pulses are amplified by the RF Power Amplifier and applied to the 
sample coil through the matching network. The pulses out of the RF 
power amplifier are those shown in Figure 3a. The peak power available 
from the power amplifier used for these tests is about 10 kw. The 
pulses of RF cause a transient NMR signal to be emitted from the sample. 
This signal induces an RF voltage in the sample coil which, after ampli
fication and detection, has the form shown in Figures lb and 3b. This 
is usually displayed on the "Scope" in Figure 2. 

The sample coil used for the tests has an inside 
diameter of 1 inch. The magnet used to supply the Ho field has a gap 
width of 4 inches and a pole-piece diameter of 19 inches. This magnet 
produces an inhomogeneity across the I-inch ID coil which is equivalent 
to a relaxation time, Tm , of 3 x 10-3 seconds. Where 

1 (6) 
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SEQUENCE, AND (b) THE RESULTANT SIGNAL FRO:M, EM'! AT 
TWO POLARIZATION TIMES . 
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Since the relaxation time T.? for the explosives is bom 10 to 50 micro
seconds, then the decay, TZ' of the transient NMR signal in the large 
magnet is controlled by the sample characteristics rather than the mag
net characteristics. For example, the signal in Figure 3b has a T~ of 
15 microseconds. The value of TZ is calculated from the following 
equation 

1 

TZ 
= 1 

= 
T~ 

1 1 (7) 
3 x 10-3 

The inhomogeneity of the magnet causes an error of only 0.5 percent if 
the value of T2 is calculated directly from the curve in Figure 3b. If the 
value of TZ were 150 x 10-6 seconds, the error caused by the inhomo
gene~ty would still be only 5 percent. Therefore, the uncorrected values 
of T~ taken directly from the transient NMR signals of the explosives 
can be used as the value of TZ for the explosives to an accuracy which is 
more than adequate for most purposes. 

The equipments as assembled for the small sample 
transient NMR measurements are shov/n in the photograph reproduced 
as Figure 4. The equipment rack on the left contains all of the compon
ents in Figure Z except the magnet, the sample coil and the oscilloscope. 
Tho magnet is in the center of the picture and the sample coil is in the 
gap of this structure. The sample coil assembly is held in the gap by 
the White, foam plastic pad. The oscilloscope is to the right of the 
magnd. 

3. Apparatus for Full-Scale Tests 

For the full-scale tests, that is, tests with a sampled 
volume of 14" x 2411 x 30 ", the appa.ratus required may still be repre
sented by the block diagram of Figure Z. However, the magnet, the 
magnet supply, the RF Power Amplifier, the detection coil and the 
matching network must have much greater capabilities than those re
quired for the small sample tests. As showt~ previously, the RF power 
needed for the 14" x 24" x 30" sample voluml~ ranges upward from 
158,000 watts peak depending on the allowable time for a 90 0 pulse. For 
example, for the 5 microsecond wide, 900 pulses used with the small 
sample measurements, the full-scale tests will require peak pulse 
powers of 1. 04 megawatts. This is based on using a coil, Q, of six 
which has been found to be about optimum for the small sample tests. 
In addition, the magnet must have a homogeneous field which extends 
throughout the 14" x Z4" x 30" sample volume. These magnetic field 
and RF power requirements can be reduced by decreasing the size of 
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FIGURE 4. SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE LABORATORYEQUIP~ 
MENT ~OR ALL OF 'rHE TRANSIENT NMR MODES AT 
FREQUENCIES OF 3, 10 .l1,ND 30 MEOAHER TZ 
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the sample volume. This can be practically accomplished by reducing 
the length of the available inspection region. The capability to inspect 
the required size luggage can still be retained by arranging the 
structures such that the items to be inspected can pass through the 
SCb..sitive inspection zone. This alternative increases the inspection 
time since large items will need to be examined at more than one point 
along their length. The savings that can accrue, in magnet size, weight 
and poWer requirements and in the RF power requirements, however, 
make this approach attractive. Both alternatives Were considered dur
ing the program and the approach requiring a reduced volume was 
selected for implementation in experimental form. The experimental 
magnet'" s constructed and tested for these applications has a length of 
24 inches, and an opening 17 inches high and 26 inches wide through 
which the baggage can be passed. The sample coil has an inside clear
ance of 14" x 24" and is 1211 long. A 160,000 watt RF power amplifier 
which was available at SwRI from previous experimental work was used 
for most of the tests conducted with the foregoing structures. A higher 
power RF generator which was fabricated in breadboard form and evalu
ated during the program provided the capability to generate bursts of RF 
energy having a peak power of several megawatts; but, the character
istics of the bursts were such that the expected improvements in NMR 
detection range was not realized. The 160,000 KW peak power amplifier 
uses a conventional vacuum tube approach but the higher power generator 
was based on using a capacitor discharge technique which appeared to 
have advantages in simplicity and in ease of attaining much higher levels 
of peak power. The work with this generator technique is described in 
Appendix B. The magnet and the vacuum tube transmitter are described 
in the following paragraphs. 

a. The Magnetic Fields 

In order to have a transient NMR signal, the 
sample must be subjected to both a steady bias magnetic field, H o , and 
a radiofrequency magnetic field, HI, at right angles to the direction of 
the bias field. It is usual to choose the z axis for the bias field direction 
and the x axis for the radiofrequency field. It is usual in the art of NMR 
instrumentation to consider a magnet constructed as shown in Figure 4. 
Such a magnet design, to give 600 and 800 Gauss in a volume 14" x 24" 
.x 30 11 would weigh Over 15 tons. Such a weight and the accompanying 
large size would make the device too large, too heavy and too costly to 
be useful. Because of previous work at Southwest Research Institute, 
however, a more promising design was available. 

The experimental electromagnet developed for 
use in investigating the potential of NMR and ESR in detecting explosives 
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in airlilw luggage> is shown in Figure' 5. It consists of two coil combina
tions, ('ach wound around a laminat('d iron care. ThC'se two coil and 
can' ass('m.bli~s are fitted botwC'('n two laminated pole pieces, one below 
and one on top. The two coil combinations, one on each Glde, are in turn 
composed of four individual winding assemblies. 

The main design feature of the magnet is that 
each coil combination produces a magnetic field which is North at the 
top and South at the bottom. The fields from these two coils cause the 
entire top pole piece to be at a constant magnetic potential relative to 
the bottom pole piece. With a constant magnetic potential difference 
between the top and bottom pole pieces, a nearly constant magnetic field, 
Ho ' exists at every point in the gap which is 17" high, 26" wide and 24" 
deep. Any inhomogeneity in Ho will be caused by height differences in 
the gap, saturation effects in the pole pieces, differences in the magnetic 
properties of the pole pieces in different positions, differences in the 
ampere turns of the two coil combinations and by field spreading at the 
front and back edges of the gap. 

To provide the capability to switch the magnetic 
field over a range of several hundred Gauss in a time on the order of O. 1 
second, the cores for the coils and the pole pieces were constructed from 
thin strips of mild steel laminated together. The top and bottom pole 
pieces were each composed of 400 strips, each strip being 2.7" x 40" x 
0.059" in size and made of hot rolled steel. The two coil cores Were 
made from 42 sheets of hot rolled steel each 17" x 2411 x 0.059 11 • 

The overall dimensions of each of the eight 
coils are 3-15/16 11 x 1011 X 31-1/211 with an opening for the core which is 
2-3/4" x 24-1/4". Each coil was wound with 20 layers of #5 plastic 

, . 
coated square aluminum wire laid down 20 turns per layer. With each 
coil having 400 turns, the left and right coil combinations each have 1600 
turns. The 8 coils (4 on each side) are all connected in series so that 
the same current flows in each. The total DC resistance at room temp
erature (22°G) is 7.7 ohms. The inductance of the total magnet winding 
is 5. 2 Henries. A curl."ent of 13.3 amperc:;s produces the field of 587 
Gauss required for the NMR hydrogen resonance frequency of 2.5 MHz. 
At room temperature this current results from 102 volts across the coil, 
giving a dissipation of 1357 watts. 

The temperature of the coil rises very slowly 
after the current is turned on. Sheets of 1 /8-inch thick aluminum were 
inserted below and above each coil to assist in the dissipation of heat 
from the windings. These cooling plates are readily visible in Figure 5. 
After a few hours after b~ing excited, the coils reach their equilibrium 
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temp<'raturo. At this time, the resistance. has increased to 8.65 ohms 
and tlw ten1perature of the cooling plates was measured to be 46°G. 
While noticeably warm, the temperature of the assembly appears to be 
well within tolerable limits. 

The radiofrequency magnetic field, HI," for the 
full-scale tests is produced by the radiofrequency coils shown in Figure 
6. The coil is composed of two windings connected in parallel in such a 
manner that their magnetic fields are in series. Each coil is wound of 
No. 12 wire counterclockwise from the center of the bottom of the en
closed volume. One coil is wound counterclo,ckwise toward the back and 
the other coil is wound counterclockwise towal:d the front. The outer ends 
of the two windings are connected together and to the shield ground. The 
inner ends of the windings are also connected together as can be seen in 
Figure 6 and used as the feed point. Each coil, front and back, has four 
turns spaced over a length of 4. 5 inches. The inside dimensions of the 
coil are 14" x 24" x 9". The coil is surrounded by a 17" x 26" ~ 24" 
shield, made from double sided copper-clad fiberglass epoxy sheet. The 
parallel inductance value for the radiofrequency coil is 4.5 microhenries 
so that it resonates at 2.5 MHz with 910 picofarads. 

the gap of the magnet. 
shown in Figure 7. 

The radiofrequency coil and its shield fit into 
The complete NMR detection head assembly is 

The magnet (Figure 5) produces a field, HO ) in 
the sensitive volume which is 14" x 24" in cross section and about 9" 
long. When properly excited, the radiofrequency coil will produce a 
field, HI, in this same volume which is in quadrature with Ho. 

The magnet design in Figure 5 was chosen be
cause it appeared to offer the potential of providing the required large 
volume of homogeneous magnetic field with a minimum of magnet weight. 
This has proven to be true since the magnet in Figure 5 weighs 2800 
pounds in contrast to the 30, 000 pounds that would have been required 
for a magnet of the design shown in Figure 4 to produce a field with 
similar inhomogeneity and intensity. To determine the field variation of 
the magnet in Figure 5, the field intensity was measured in five planes 
through the magnet volume, each parallel to each other and to the pole 
pieces. The first plane was just at the top of the bottom layer of wind
ings of the radiofrequency coil or at a position 7 inche s below the center 
of the magnet volume. The magnetic field in this first level or plane 
was measured at the corners of 4-inch squares. The magnetic field 
intensities at each of the above-described points in the first plane are 
given in Figure 8. The magnetic field intensities at each of the points 
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FIGURE 7. COMPLETE DETECTION HEAD FOR THE TRANSIENT NMR DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES 
IN LUGGAGE. The magnet produces a field Hoand the RF coil produces a field HI' 
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at the corners of 4-inch squares on a plane at a position 4 inches below 
the conteI' of the magnet (the second plane) are given in Figure 9. The 
magnetic field at points in a plane through the center of the magnet {the 
third plane} are given in Figure 10. Similar plots for planes 411 and 7" 
above the center of the structure are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respec
tively. The intensities of the magnetic field along the x, yand z aXeS 
from the center in this third or median plane are graphed in Figure 13. 
From Figure 13, it can be concluded that the field through the center 
varies a maximum of (a) 10 Gauss from 12 inches to the right of center 
to 12 inches to the left of center, (b) 15 Gauss from 7 inches above the 
center to 7 inches below the center, and (c) 40 Gauss from 8 inches to
ward the back to 7 inches toward the front of the magnet. The foregoing 
means that over a volume 14 inches high, 24 inches wide and 12 inches 
thick, the magnetic field intensity varies no more than +20 Gauss out of 
600 Gaus s or +3. 3 percent. -

b. Electronics 

The operational block diagram of the high
powered pulsed vacuum tube transmitter used in the large-scale NMR 
tests is shown in Figure 14. This transmitter was available from 
previous programs at SwRI and is capable of generating a 2.5 MHz RF 
output at peak power levels up to 165 KW when fed into a 50-ohm load. 
This is not as much as is required for explosive detection in the full-size 
sample volume but p:roved adequate for use in detection of other materials 
having a longer T2' 

The transmitter consists of a crystal oscillator, 
various TTL logic circuits, and a power amplifier having one transistor 
stage and three vacuum tube stages. It was designed to generate short 
bursts of radiofrequency energy, and to have rapid damping of the 
residual signal. Capability to generate doublet bursts of 900 pulses with 
the second pulse of each doublet being shifted 90 0 in phase relative to the 
first is incorporated in the design. 

Design of the transmitter is relatively straight
forward except for some of the techniques made necessary by the relative
ly high (12 KV) plate potential used in the output stage and the necessity 
for keeping the circuits broadbanded to generate short, clean pulse 
bursts. Each of the amplifier s.tages is operated in a Class C mode with 
no plate or collector current being drawn in the absence of a signal ap
plied to the input. The low-level stages provide the gating and frequency 
divider circuits required to generate short bursts of phase coherent RF 
signals. 
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FIGURE 14. HIGH POWER PULSED TRANSMITTER 



The first amplifi~r stage consists of a high
voltage' PNP transistor and its as sociated biasing components. The out
put from this amplifier is connected directly to the grid of the 6293 
vacuum tub~ ... without usC' of any tuned circuits. The low Q L -C plate 
circuit of the 6293 is transformer coupled to the grid of the 7651. 
Approximately 10 KW peak RF power is developed during the burst at 
the output of the 7651 stage. The plate circuit of the 7651 is a network 
which provides inductive coupling to the grid circuit of the output stage. 
The output stage is composed of two Eimac Y -574 vacuum tubes con
nected in parallel and operated in a conventional Class C. mode. A 
low Q resonant LC plate load circuit with a tapped inductor allows peak 
RF power outputs up to 165 KW to be coupled to an external load. 

The transmitter output wa s connected through 
an appropriate matching circuit to the detection coil system shown in 
Figure 7. To perform the tests the magnet had to provide a field of 
587 Gauss. For this field intensity a current of 13.3 amperes at 102.4 
volts is needed when the magnet is cold. When the magnet is hot, a 
voltage of 115 volts is r.equired. For some tests a field of around 800 
Gauss was needed. This required a current of 18. 1 amperes at a poten
tial of 139 volts when the magnet is cold and 156.7 volts when it is hot. 
To perform the current regulation and field switching, a power supply 
which was available at SwRI as a result of previous programs was used. 
A block diagram of this unit is shown in Figure 15. The power supply 
is essentially a current regulated system in which the comparison ampli
fier feeds the difference between the control voltage and the voltage 
across the current sensing resistor to the feedback amplifier and thence 
to the series pass transistors. By this means, the voltage fed to the 
series pass transistors is adjusted to bring the voltage across the 
current sensing resistor equal to the control voltage within an error 
value which is the inverse of the open loop gain. The circuit may be 
switched from one current regulating level to another voltage by a signal 
fed into the comparison amplifier from the program selector. Thus, 
the current is both switched at the proper time and regulated at the 
proper value. 

4. Results of Small Sample Tests 

The equipment described briefly in Section II. A. 2 
was used to obtain the transient NMR signals from several explosives. 
Only a small amount (a few grams) of each explosive was used in these 
tests so that safety could be maintained in the laboratory. In each case 
for the results to be presented, the 900 -90 0 (phase = 900 ) dual-pulse 
sequence was used. The results are presented as photographs of the 
oscilloscope display of the detected transient NMR signals. Each 
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oscilloscope tracing is a real-time display of one pass through the signal. 
This is important to understand because the signal/noise of the signals 
as presented has E.2! been improved by a repetition of many signals. 
Su<:h a te~'hnique could be used to increase the coherent signals relative 
to tha incoherent noise. 

The hydrogen transient NMR signals will be presented 
from dynamite, smokeless powder 1 black powder and plastic explosive. 
Two types of plastic explosive were used, type C -4 which has a base of 
RDX and plasticized PETN or Detasheet. 

The hydrogen trans ient NMR signals from a sample 
of Hercules Unigel Tamptite brand of dynamite are given in Figure 16. 
A two-component transient NMR signal was obtained from the hydrogen 
in this dynamite. The signal in: Figure 16a shows most of both components. 
The rapidly decaying component, which lasts for less than 100 micro
seconds, as shown in Figure 16a, is from the hydrogen in the molecules 
which are in the essentially solid components of the dynamite. The 
slowly decaying component persists for 2000 microseconqs and comes 
from the hydrogen in the molecules which are in the esse'htially liquid 
components absorbed onto the solid components. If the liquid compon-
ents were not absorbed or in some way not attached to the solid com
ponents, then the slowly decaying component would persist for times 10 
to 100 times longer than the 2 milliseconds shown in Figure l6b. 

The transient NMR signal in Figure 16a has been re
peated with repetition intervals varying from 1 to 30 seconds. This is 
the time between transmitted burst sequences. The amplitude of the 
slowly decaying component does not change indicating that the value of 
Tl for this component is less than 1 second. Further tests showed that 
the value of Tl for the liquid-like components was of the order of T2 or 
around 2 milliseconds. The rapidly decaying component. however, in
creases with increasing repetition time intervals, reaching a maximum 
for repeti.tion time values above 10 seconds. Therefore, the value of 
Tl for this component is between 2 and 5 seconds, probably about 3 
s'econds. The summary of the results from the Hercules Unigel Tamptite 
dynamite is given in Table 1. Remember that although TI and T2 are 

TABLE I 

TRANSIENT NMR CHARAC TERISTICS FROM HERCULES 
UNIGEL TAMPTITE DYNAMITE 

Component 

Solid-like 
Absorbed liquid 

30 x 10- 6 sec. 
2 x 10- 3 sec. 
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a. 

Vertical: 0.5 Volts/em 
Horizontal: 20 p. Sec/em 
Repetition Intervals: 1,2,5,10, 

15,20 and 30 seconds 

3371 

b. 

Vertical: 0.5 Volts/em 
Horizontal: 200 }l Sec/em 
Repetition Interval: 10 seconds 

Dynamite: Hercules Unigel Tamptite 
Frequency: 2.5 MHz 

FIGURE 16. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNALS FROM HERCULES UNIGEL 
TAMPTlTE DYNAMITE TAKEN AT 2.5 MHz WITH A 900 -900 (Phase = 90 0 ) 

DUAL PULSE SEQUENCE 



listed as being the same, the value of Tl is always longer than the value 
of TZ, or equal to it. 

The hydrogen transient NMR signals from C -4 with an 
RDX base are given in Figure 17. The signal in Figure 17b shows clearly 
that RDX base C -4 has both a rapidly decaying component and a slowly 
decaying component. The slowly decaying component has a :2 value of 
2 milliseconds from Figure 17b. The rapidly decaying component, as 
shown in Figures 17a and 17b, does not appear clearly until the repetition 
time has reached a time longer than 10 minutes. The NMR characteristics 
found for RDX Base C -4 explosive are given in Table II. 

TABLE II 

NMR CHARACTERISTICS FOR RDX BASE C-4 EXPLOSIVE 

. 
Component 

Rapidly Decaying 
Slowly Decaying 

15 x 10- 6 sec. 
2 x 10- 3 sec. 

5 minutes 
2 x 10- 3 sec. 

The transient hydrogen NMR signals from C-4 with a PETN base are 
shown in Figure 18. In Figure 18b, both the slowly decaying and the 
rapidly decaying components are visible. In the signals in Figure 18a, 
the repetition time was varied from 10 seconds to 10 minutes to 30 
minutes. The NMR characteristics for FETN Base C-4 explosive are 
listed in Table III. 

TABLE III 

NMR CHARACTERISTICS FOR PETN BASE C-4 EXPLOSIVE 

Component 
Rapidly Decaying 
Slowly Decaying 

15 x 10-6 sec, 
2 x 10- 3 sec. 

5 minutes 
2 x 10-3 sec. 

The transi~nt hydrogen NMR signals from black 
powder (DuPont FFg Superfine Rifle Powder) are shown in Figure 19a. 
The hydrogen transient NMR signals are from two sources in black 
powder. One source is water which has a concentration of less than one 
percent. The other source is the hydrogen in the incompletely pyrolyzed 
material called ,,-oke or charcoal. Since both of these sources are less 
than 1 % in concentration, very small hydrogen NMR signals are expected 
and obtained as shown in Figure 19a. These signals indicate, as expected 
and predicted, that use of the hydrogen NMR technique is not a good 
method for detecting black powder. 
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a. Vertical: 0.5 Volts/cm Horizontal: 10}1 See/cm 
Repetition Interval; 0.5, I, 2, 5 and 10 minutes 

b. Vertical: 0.5 Volts/cm Horizontal: 500}1 Sec/cm 
Repetition Interval: 10 and 30 minutes 

c. Vertical: 0,.5 Volts/em Horizontal: 10}1 Sec/cm 
Repetition Interval: 10 seconds, 10 and 30 minutes 

FIGURE 17. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNALS FROM RDX BASED 
C-4 EXPLOSIVE TAKEN AT 2.5 MHz WITH A 90°-90°' 
(Pllasc :.: 90 0 ) DUAL PULSE SEQUENCE 
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b. 
a. 

Vertical: 0.5 volts/cm 
Horizontal: lOp sec / cm 
Repetition Intervals: 10 seconds, 

Vertical: 0.5 volts/em 
Horizontal: 500 .u see / em 
Repetition Intervals: 10 minutes 

10 and 30 minutes 

FIGURE 18. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNALS FROM PETN BASED C-4 EXPLOSIVE 
TAKEN AT 2.5 MHz WITH A 90 0 _90 0 (Phase = 90 0 ) DUAL PULSE SEQUENCE 



a. Black Powder (Dupont FF g Superfine 
Black Rifle Powder) 
Vertical: 0.02 Volts/em 
Horizontal: 10 p. Sec/em 
Repetition Interval: 63 milliseconds 
Frequenc y: 2. 5 MHz 

3313 

b. Smokeless Powder (Dupont IMR-
3031) 
Vertical: 0.2 Volts/em 
Horizontal: 10 p. Sec/em 
Repetition Interval: 1 second 
Frequenc y: 2. 5 MHz 

FIGURE 19. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNALS FROM BLACK POWDER (a) AND SMOKE
LESS POWDER (b) TAKEN AT 2.5 MHz WITH A 90°-90° (Phase = 900) DUAL 
PULSF, SEQUENCE 



The transient hydrogen NMR signals from four smoke
less powders are shown in Figure 19b, lOa, ZOb and 20c. The smokeless 
powder llsed for Figure 19b is DuPont IMR-3031. A total of 3 signals 
arc p,iven in the figure at a repetition interval of 1 second. Only one 
component is observable in the signal and it has a T2 of around 20 x 10- 6 
seconds and a Tl of much less than 1 second. The large magnet in 
Figure 4 was used for the signals in Figure 19b. 

. For the hydrogen transient NMR signals from the 
other three smoKeless powders l a Helmholtz pair magnet was used to 
provide the magnetic bias field Ho. Also, a single 90° pulse was used 
to produce a FID (free induction decay) type transient NMR signal in
stead of the pulse echo obtained for the other materials. As may be 
seen the transient NMR signals from all the smokeless powders shown 
in Figures 19b, 20a, 20b and 20c are essentially the same in decay 
time but slightly different in amplitude. The decay times indicate that 
the source is a. molecule in a solid. 

5. Results of Full Sample Tests 

The electronic apparatus for the full-scale tests 
(Section II. A. 3) was assembled with the full-sized magnet and coil of 
Figure 7. Initial tests were conducted with large samples to aid in 
achieving proper adjustment of the apparatus as well as to determine 
at what concentration hydrogen transient NMR signals could be obtained. 
A 5-gallon container of water (weight 41. 7 lbs.) was inserted into the 
center of the detection coil and the FID signal in Figure Zl was obtained 
following a single transmitter pulse. The value of T~ from Figure 21 is 
is 40 x 10- 6 seconds. Since the value of TZ for water is much longer 
than T~~ the value of T~ represents the inhomogeneity of the magnet. 
The inhomogeneity equivalent to a T~ of 40 microseconds is 5.87 Gauss. 
This means that the inhomogeneity over the volume of the 5-gallon con
tainer is +5.87 Gauss. This is in agreement with the field measure
ments made and reported in Section II.A. 3. The 5-gallon container was 
a cube which had dimensions of 10.5 inches at each corner. The magnet 
inhomogeneity then is equivalent to an average linear change in magnetic 
field over the sample of 5.87/10.5 or 0.559 Gauss per inch. As shown 
in Figure 11, the field varies in an OSCillatory manner from side to side 
and top to bottom. The field variation front to back is parabolic in shape 
and gives the largest variation. 

The hydrogen transient NMR signal from the water in 
Figure 21 was equivalent to a concentration of 1. 33 x 1022 hydrogen 
nuclei per cm3 • This concentration is equivalent to 14.38 percent water 
mixture filling the complete volume of the RF coil. 
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a. "Red Dot ll Brand Smoke-
S less Powder. 
u -> 
. 

o 

s 
u -> 

o 

10'fl sec/em 

10 j.l sec/em 

10 ll'see/em 

b. IlUnique tt Brand Smoke
less Powder. 

e. "2400" Brand Smokeless 
Powder. 

FIGURE 2 O. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNALS FROM THREE TYPES 
OF' SMOKEL~SS POWDER TAKEN AT 2. 5 MHz USING THE 
FREE INDUCTION DECAY OR SINGLE 90 0 PULSE RESPONSE . . 
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20 \l.see/em 

FIGURE 21. HYDROGEN TRANSIENT NMR SIGNAL FOLLOWING A .' 
SINGLE 90° PULSE FROM FIVE GALLONS OF WAr;r~R 
IN THE.FULL-SCALE MAGNET OF FIGURE 5. '.. .' 

," . 

100 j-l sec/em 

.. F1GUR.E22 • TRANSIENT HYDROGEN NMR ECHO SIGNAL FROM GLYCEROL 
AND WATER SAMPLES EACH IN CYLINDERS 3. 5Jl HIGH AND 
6. 511 IN DIAMETER, 



After the above initial measurement of the hydrogen 
transient NMR signals from the full- scale magnet and coil setup, the 

I detection apparatus was peaked in sensitivity until the hydrogen transient 
NMR echo signal in Figure 22 was obtained. Two samples, stacked one 
on top of the other, Were used to give thi s signal, one of water and the 
other of glycerol. Each sample was in a plastic container which was a 
cylinder 3.5 inches high and 6.5 inches in diameter. These two con
tainers were mounted, the glycerol on top and the water on the bottom, 
wi th the bottom of the water sample 2 inches above the bottom coil wires 
and symmetrical about the z axis in the magnet and coil arrangement 
shown in Figure 7. This sample is one-fifth of the amount of the 5-
gallon sample used previously. Therefore t in this case, the signal is 
equivalent to a water concentration of about 3% distributed throughout 
the coil volume. 

Further system modification and adjustment resulted 
in the signal in Figure 23 being obtained from the foregoing glycerol 
cylinder alone. This signal is equivalent to one from a distribution of 
13.735 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 throughout all of the coil volume. 
A somewhat poorer signal was obtained with the cylinder filled with 
water as shown in Figure 24. The sig11al from the water is equivalent 
to 14.96 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 in the coil volume 14" x 2411 x 
12". These are very encouraging results since the theoretical sensi
tivity of the NMR spectrometer is a signal/noise ratio of 10 /1 from 
3 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 at a magnetic field intensity of 1000 
Gauss. At 587 Gauss (2.5 MHz), where the signals in Figures 24b and 
24c Were made, the theoretical sensitivity would be a Signal/noise of 
10 /1 at a concentration of 5.1 x 10 20 . It should be noted that the signal! 
noise values in Figures 23 and 24 are not unity, although that of Figure 
24 is very close, so that at least for glycerol, the concentration of 
13.735 x 10 20 must be increased by the ratio of the signal/noise ratios 
for comparison with the theoretical value. 

Several measurements were made on representative 
types of baggage components to determine their potential to cause inter
ference signals. To obtain a detection sensitivity more like that needed 
for the explosive detection (3 to 4 times the. sensitivity shown by Figure 
23), a second, smaller detection coil was fabricated. This coil was 
fabricated in a copper clad board enclosure and was similar in construc
tion to that of the larger coil except the win9ing cross section was 6" x 
1411 and the seven turn winding extended over a length of 3 inches. The 
coil inductance measured 12. 2 microhenries and the volume is 4129 cm3 . 
This medium-sized coil thus has a volume which is roughly 1/12 that of 
the full- sized coil. 
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With the mediLl.m-sized coil) the transient hydrogen 
NMR signal in Figure' 25 was obtained from eight rods of phenolic 
plastic each 1'1 OD x 8" long. No similar signal s were obtained from 
th('s{' rods in the full-sized coil. The sensitivity was further tested by 
using a sample of glycerol which was 3. 5" OD and 0.75" high. The 
transient NMR signal from this smaller sample of glycerol was similar 
to that shown for the much larger sample (6.5" OD x 3. 5" high) in 
Figure 25. Using the same receiver gain the amplitude of the signal 
from the smaller sample in the medium-sized coil was 4 volts while 
that from the larger sample in the larger coil was 2 volts. The smaller 
sample had a volume 9 times smaller than the larger sampl~. The two 
coils had a turn ratio of 7/5. Thus the expected comparison would be 
a sC'nsitivity increase of 12 x 7/4 or 21 to 1. A sensitivity increase of 
18 was measured. It is estimated that the difference is caused by the 
di££0.r('nces in the coil pickup and in the inductance values. That is, 
the inductance value for the full-scale coil is 4.5 microhenries while 
that of the medium-sized coil is 12.2 microhenries. 

To further test the sensitivity of the medium-sized 
coil, a lO-milliliter sample of glycerol was used and a si~nal-plus
noise-to-noise ratio of 2 to 1 was measured. This 10 cm sa.mple Was 
in a container I" OD by 1. 13" high. In this sample, there are 6.6 ;:Ie 

10 23 hydrogen nuclei. In the coil volume, there is a concentration of 
1. 6 x 1020 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 which c:ompares very favorably with 
the theoretical sensitivity of O. 51 x l0 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 for a 
unity signal-to-noise ratio. 

To test for interference signals, three briefcases 
were obtained and tested: 

Samsonite, 4-3/4 inches high 
Samsonite, 3 inches high 
Leather -covered wooden-frame, 

5-1/8 inches high 

The signals picked up by the detection coil following a single 900 pulse, 
5 microseconds long, are shown in Figure 26. The signal in Figure 26a 
is that from the smaller Samsonite briefcase. The signal in Figure 26b 
is from the larger Samsonite briefcase. -The signal from the leather
covered wooden-frame briefcase was much smaller than t~t from either 
of the other two and was of smaller duration. 

The explosive in the briefcases was sirnulated with 
glycerol samples. One sample was the 6.5 11 OD x 3.5" high cylinder 
of glycerol previously mentioned and another was cylinders of glycerol 
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(c) S. 125" Leather-Covered Wooden-Frame Briefcase. 
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1_1/16 11 ID X 7.25" long, used to simulate a stick of dynamite. When 
these samples were placed in the three briefcases, the signals ~n 
Figure 27 Were obtained. The glycerol signal can be readily detected 
in each of the briefcases. When Figure 27a is compared with Figure 
26a, the glycerol transient NMR signal is observed to be much larger 
than the potentially interfering signal. This conclusion can also be 
made when Figure 27b is compared with Figure 26b, and Figure 27c 
is compared with Figure 26c. 

Other signal producing materials were packed in the 
3" high Sam sonite bag both with and without the two slender cylinders of 
glycerol. In Figure 28a, the signal from two laboratory coats in the 3" 
case is displayed. When the glycerol samples Were ins'erted into the 
case along with the laboratory coats, the signal in Figure 28b was 
obtained. The glycerol signal is readily evident in the Figure. Othe r 
items Were tested in the 3" case, both alone and with glycerol samples. 
Figure 28c is for the caSe with a hair dryer and one laboratory coat. 
Figure 2ad is for the items in 28c but with glycerol added. Figures 28e 
and 28f are for the 3 11 caSe with one laboratory coat and five magazines 
but without glycerol in (e) and with glycerol in (f). In Figures 25g and 
25h, some tools have been added, but still the glycerol signal is evident 
in Figure 28h. Liquid soap was added to the laboratory coat in Figures 
28i and 28j, but still the glycerol signal is observable. 

B. ESR Studies 

1. Techniques 

Certain materials can be detected using electron spin 
resonance (ESR) tE"chniques. The occurrence of ESR depends on the 
presence of free electrons in· the material being tested and is observed 
using metho"" similar to those employed in NMR measurements. Some 
propellants such as black gunpowder contain a significant number of free 
electrons because of the broken bonds in the pyrolyzed materials used in 
their manufacture. Detection of such material is, therefore, possible 
with ESR techniques. 

When electron spin resonance occurs, energy is ex
changed between the applied f:'elds and the free electrons that are in
volved. The resonance frequency, -V 0' is given by 

ii- I
O 

= g B H v 0 (8) 
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Glycerol 
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FIGURE 28. 
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a. 3 11 High Samsonite Case 
with Two Laboratory 
Coats 

b. As in (a) but with Two of 
the Slender Cylinders of 
Glycerol Added 

C. 3 11 High Salnsonite Case 
with On0 Laboratory 
Coat and One Hair Dryer. 

d. As in (c) above but with 
Two of the Slender 
Cylinders of Glycerol 
Added 

THREE-INCH HIGH SAMSONITE CASE PA.CKED WITH S~'VERAL 
TYPES OF MA T}~[UAL, BOTH ALONE AND WITH' TWO'OF ,:THE. 
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FIGURE 28. (Cont'd) 
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FIGURE 2S.(Cont'd) 
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where t is Planck's constant, g is the spect:roscopic splitting facf;:or 
(approximately 2.0 for most materials), B is the Bohr magneton) and 
Ho is the magnitude of the applied static magnetic field. In charcoal) g 
has a value of 2.003 which 'results in a value -V 0 = 2.80 x 106 Ho. Since 
Ho is in units of Gauss, 7J o = 2.80 MHz; /Gauss. Thus for a given mag
netic field intensity ESR occur s at a much higher frequency (a ratio of 
657:l) than does NMR. ESR studies are normally conducted at frequen
cies in the microwave range. 

In the exchange of energy between the X'eSonant elec
trons and the applied fields, there is a net loss of energy to the electrons. 
It is this absorption effect which allows the production of signals in most 
ESR spectrometers. Signal magnitude depends on the siZe of the sample, 
its concentration of free electrons, the type of apparatus used, and other 
factors. Since some of these factors may not be well knownand since 
the primary interest in this case is the detection of a material rather 
than measuring its mass or volume, no attempt has been made to quanti
fy the signals that may be produced. It should be stated, however) that 
if other factors remain equal, signals of greater amplitude are obtained 
when higher operating frequencies are used and is the primary reason 
for microwaves being commonly used for ESR studies. 

2. Apparatus for Small Sample Tests 

Corrunercially available ESR spectrometers typically 
operate on frequencies near 10 GHz and employ magnetic fields of ap
proximately 3.6 x 103 Gauss. These instruments usually have a resonant 
microwave cavity which has a small cham.ber to accept a thin sample of 
the rna. terial to be studied. This approach re sul ts in much greater sensi
tivity than can be obtained with a non-resonant sample volume but the 
amount of material that can be accommodated is severely limited. An 
instrument of this type (Varian Type EM-SOO ESR Spectrometer) was 
used during the program, however, to study the ESR response of the 
several different explosives and propellants of interest. This instru
ment sweeps the magnetic field and provides a chart recorder output 
which displays the detected signal as a function of the field intensity. 

3. Apparatus for Full-Scale Tests 
j 

For possible use in baggage inspection it was neces
sary to investigate other spectrometer configurations which could allow 
much larger test volumes than is available in ~tandard ESR spectrome
ters. After initial consideration, the' spectrometer illustrated in 
Figure 29 was assembled. Sufficient rOom was allowed in the sample 
space to accommodate the baggage sizes of interest. With this 
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arrangement ESR responses from black powder and charcoal were 
successfully detected. The design and development of a baggage 
inspection unit using the same techniques appears to be quite feasible. 

In use, the equipment was adjusted for operation at 
a frequency of about 950 MHz and Ho, the static magnetic field, was 
swept over the range of 280 to 360 Gauss. ESR signals were detected 
as the field passed through the expected resonance region of 335 to 340 
Gauss. This is in close agreement with the field magnitude that would 
be predicted using the equation for ESR resonance . 

The magnetic field was produced with a large Helm
holtz coil pair which was constructed to allow the insertion of large 
sample containers. As indicated in Figure 29. the sample containers 
Were placed in the center of the Helmholtz coil pair and two cross
polarized horn antennas were directed toward the center, on-axis with 
the coils. This arrangement was possible because of the holes at the 
center of the coils. The separation between the horn antennas was 
such that a clearance of 16" was available through which luggage could 
pass. The magnet construction, however: placed a lower limit on the 
available clearance space, but this is not significant to the results ob
tained. 

The electronics portion of the equipment shown in 
Figure 29 includes a homodyne transmitter-receiver combination and a 
phase- sensitive detector unit. The transmitter output is approximately 
1 watt on 950 MHz. Modulation for the magnetic field is provided by the 
4 kHz oscillator output of the detector unit which is amplified and applied 
to a second set of coils, aligned concentric with the main Helmholtz pair. 
The main field, Ho, is also varied slowly using a programmable power 
supply driven by a ramp generator. An offset voltage is provided by a 
small power supply connected in series with. th·" ramp generator. Signal 
data was obtained with an X- Y recorder which has its Y input connected 
to the output of the detector unit and its X input connected to a source of 
voltage that is p'roportional to the magnetic .field magnitude. 

Operation of the spectrometer depends on the genera
tion of sidebands which occurs when ESR iSi obtained. These sidebands 
are generated by the resonance phenomena and are the result of inter
action between the modulating field and the transm:t.tted microwave signal 
in the sample. Detection of the sidebands is accomplished in the re
ceiver portion of the homodyne arrangement. Since the ;";eceiver and 
transmitt:"';r antennas are directed toward each other, it is desirable to 
cross-polarize these units to reduce the level of direct signal applied to 
the receiver, and thereby aid in preVenting detector saturation. This 
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does not) however) reduce the level of the desired sideband signals 
available at the receiver because the resonance phenomena produces 
a circularly polarized wave. Since the output of the receiver mixel' 
consists of sum and difference frequency components. the sidebands 
ate converted back to the modulating frequency when they are received. 
The output of the mixer is amplified and applied to the input of the phase 
sensitive detector unit where its phase is compared to that of the original 
modulating signal. Comparison of phase in this manner allows detection 
of much weaker signals than can be prcperly processed using simple 
amplitude comparison methods. 

4. Results of Small Sample Tests 

a. pynamite (Hercules IIUnigel Tamptite II) 

No detectable ESR response was obtained with 
this material. 

b. Black Powder 

An exceptionally strong ESR response was ob
tained with a very small sample (less than 1 milligram) of this material. 
A chart recording of the response is shown in Figure 30a. 

c. Smokeless Powder (DuPont IMR-303l 

A significant response was obtained with a 
sample containing 10 grains (pieces, not weight) of this material. Com
paring the amplitude of the response to that of the black powder sample 
indicates that for the same amount of material the response from this 
smokeless powder is approximately 250 times less than that from the 
black powder. The smokeless powder response is shown in Figure 30b. 

d. C-4 (RDX) 

No detectable ESR response was obtained with 
thi s mate rial. 

e. C-4 (PETN) 

No detectable ESR'response. 
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5. Results of Full-Scal(~ Tests 

The 950 MHz homodyne ESR spectrometer (described 
previously in Section B. 3) was used to make tests on several materials. 
Of the materials tested, black powder and charcoal produced strong 
responses. Charcoal was used as a reference material because it was 
known to produce a.large ESR response and was readily available in 
large quantities. 'The black powder sample consisted of approximately 
1-1/2 pounds of DuPont FFg Superfine Black Rifle Powder .contained in 
a plastic bottle and the charcoal sample consisted of a quart plastic 
container filled with briquets. The responses to these two samples are 
shown in Figure 31 along with a reference scan that was made with no 
sample present. The same gain settings were used for each trace. 

C. NQR Studies 

Parts of the descriptions and results of the studies involving 
nuclear quadrupolar resonance are classified "Confidential" and their 
release must be controlled on a need-to-know basis. Because of this, 
this section is separated from the rest of the report and bound separately 
as Volume 2. 
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Ill. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

In each of the three parts of the second chapter, the results 
obtained froIn the apparatus and in saInple evaluation were discussed. 
In the following paragraphs these results are analyzed and discussed in 
relation to the overall problem of using RRAS methods for detecting 
C'xplosives in airline ,!=>aggage. This analysis and discussion considers 
the apparatus requirements as well as the signal detection aspects of the 
problem. 

A. Apparatus for Full-Scale Tests 

Several experimental items Were constructed during the 
program to aid in evaluating the potential of RRAS methods for detecting 
explosives hidden in airline luggage. These iteIns included: the large
volume Inagnet, three RF detection coils 1 and a high-power RF generator. 
The characteristics of these experimental units are sutnn1arized as 
follows: 

1. Large- \(oluIne Magnet 

A picture of the large-volume magnet is given in 
Figure 5. The characteristics of this magnet are as follows: 

Overall Dimensions 

Weight 

Coil Resistance at 220 C 
at 46°C 

Field Intensity in Gap 

22-1/2'1 high x 34" deep x 
49.5" wide 

2600 pounds 

7.7 ohms 
8.75 ohms 

587 Gauss at 13.3 AInperes 
800 Gauss at 18.1 Amperes 

Gap Dimensions for 17" high x 24" deep x 26" wide 
17% homogeneity 

Heat Rise to. Equilibrium 240 C after 2 hrs of operation 

Power ConsUInption -
at 2Zo C 1362 watts for 587 Gauss 
at 46°C 1530 watts for 587 Gauss 
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Tlw above ch:.tractcl"istics mC'ot or t'xc('C'd the design goals and describe 
a. m"\'~l1et: which maleC's practical tho cOllsidoration of the use of hydrogen 
transient NMR h'chniques for thl' d(,\;pclion of explosives in baggage. 

2. Radiofrequency Detection Coils 

Three l'adiofrequency tra.nsient NMR detection coils 
were constructed and tested in the large-volume magnet. All used 
similar shielded construction but varied in size. The h .. rgest of the RF 
coils was full-sized to accommodate a bag with cross-sectional dimen
sions of 14" x 24". The medium-sized RF coil had cros s - sectional 
dimensions of 6" x 14". The small-sized RF coil had cross-sectional 
dimensions of 3" x 5-1/2". In each of the above dimensions, the first 
is height and the second is width. Transient NMR signals Were obtained 
with all three of these mounted one at a time in the large-volume magnet. 
The large-volume coil can be seen in Figure 6. The photograph in 
Figure 7 is of the large-volume RF coil mounted in the large-volume 
magnet. The charactel:"istics of the large- and, medium-volume radio
frequency coils are given in the next sections. The small coil was only 
used as a model for preliminary tests. 

a. Large- Volume RF Coil Characteristics 

The largest radiofrequency coil has the follow
ing physical and detection characteristics: 

Detection Volume 

Number of Coils Two in parallel 

Number of Turns / Coil 4 turns in 4. 5 inches 

Inductance 4.5 microhenries 

Shield Dimensions 

NMR Detection Sen.sitivity A signa,l/noise of 5/1 from 
13. 7 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei / 
cm3 in glycerol 

Peak RF Power per Pulse 1 t 186,000 watts for a 5 micro
second 900 pulse 
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b. Medium- Volurne RF Coil Characteristics 

The medium-sized radiofrequency coil has the 
folloWing physical and detection characteristics: 

Detection Volume 

Number of Coils 

Turns /Coil 

Inductance 

Shield Dimensions 

NMR Detection Sensitivity 

6" X 14" X 3" 

1 

7 

12. 2 microhenries 

8" x 16" X 18" 

A signal/noise of unity from 
1. 6 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei 
per cm3 in glycerol 

Peak RF Power per Pulse 98,800 watts for a 5 micro
second 90 0 pulse 

The theoretical sensitivity has been estimated 
at 0.51 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 for a signal/noise ratio of unity. 
It is therefore estimated that the noise figure of the transient NMR de
tection system used is three times that of an equivalent resistor. For 
the transient NMR signal, the 90 0 pulse had a width of 5 microsecon.ds 
which meant that a peak radiofrequency field of 29.35 Gauss was gener
ated at the sample. To give this RF field, a peak power of 98,800 watts 
is nccd('d. To give the same conditions (a 5 microsecond 90 0 pulse) a 
peak RF power of 1,186, 000 watts would be needed in the full-sized or 
large-volume coil. This nearly 1. 2 megawatts peak pulse power could 
not be generated by medium-sized laboratory radiofrequency power amp
lifier and therefore a wider pulse of around 100 nlicro seconds was used 
for the determination of the detection sensitivity in the £ull- sized coil 
listed above. 

Although transient NMR signals were obtained 
with the smaller-sized RF coil in the large-volume magnet, these 
measurements are not summarized here because they add no more to 
the conclusions. 

The results listed ab'ove do show that it is 
practical to consider the use of the large-volume magnet and the large
volume radiofrequency coil for the detection of explosives in a volume 
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having dimensions as large as 14" x 24" x 9" with a radic;>frequency peak 
puls\.' powe'l" of 1. 186 megawatts for a. c:; microsecond 90 0 pulse. It 
should 1)(' noh'd that the' av('rflgl~ radiofL'cqucncy power would only be 
o.boul 10 watts eVen in this caSe. 

3. Radiofreg,uencx Pulsed Power Generators' 

To give the results listed previously, three radio· 
frequency power generators were used. They will be described as low
powered, medium-powered and high-powered. The peak pulse power 
available from each of the three generator s are listed in Table IV. 
When the results in Table IV are compared with the power needed for a 
5 microsecond 90 0 pulse by the mediwn- and large-sized coils, then it 

TABLE IV 

COMPARISON OF RADIOFREQUENCY POWER GENERATORS 

Unit: 
Small 
Medium 
Large 

Peak Voltage Across 50 Ohms 
1000 volts 
4000 volts 

12,000 volts 

Peak Pulse Power 
. 10,000 watts 
160, 000 watts 

1,440,000 watts 

is C'vidcnt that only 2/3 of the output power from the power amplifiers 
is being applied to the radiofrequency detection coils by the matching 
network in each case. Therefore, unless additional efficiencies are ob
tained in the matching network, a transmitter output peak power level 
of nearly 1,800, 000 watts will be required to obtain a 5 microsecond 
wide 90 0 pulse in the large-sized RF detection coil. This appears 
feasible using conventional vacuum tube techniques; however, other 
approaches to more simply obtaining su'ch high peaks are de sirable. 
The capacitor discharge approach such as used for the large power gen
erator could, with refinement, provide these advantages. 

B. Hydrogen NMR Test Results 

1. Small Sample Tests 

In small volume s, the hyd rogen. transient NMR signals 
from all of the explosives except black powder gave sufficient signals for 
detection in baggage by the transient hydrogen NMR method. The signals 
obtained indicated further that, with one possible exception, the explo
sive would give a transient NMR signal which CQuld be distinctive enough 
to permit a( teptance of the explosive signal while rejecting the non
explosive hydrogen transient NMR signals from non-explosive materials. 
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Th0 exception may be smokeless powder though the results are not con
clusive and further study is needed to determine a means for discrimi
nation that would be useable with this material. 

2. Large Sample Tests 

Most of the large sample measurements, which were 
made with the two coils in the full- sized magnet, used glycerol or phenolic 
rods as samples. These measurements also provided an insight into the 
apparatus requirements that would be needed to give the required signals 
from an explosive sample having 0.5 x 10 20 hydrogen nuclei per cm3 . 
It was also determined, from using the mediu.m-sized RF coil, that 
hydrogen transient NMR signals can be obtained from eight phenolic rods 
each I" OD by 8" long. While it is difficult to determine the concentra
tion of hydrogen nuclei in these phenolic rods, it has been determined 
previously that the signals from these rods closely represent the signal 
levels obtained from explosives. 

The potential interfering hydrogen transient NMR 
signals from luggage and several types of luggage contents were also 
made using attache cases in the medium-sized coil. In each case, the 
signal could be readily observed f;rom two slender cylinders of glycerol 
placed in the luggage. In each case also, the hydrogen transient NMR 
signals from the slender cylinders of glycerol Were larger than those 
from the briefcase and contents. 

C. ESR Test Results 

l. Small Sample Tests 
i 

The test results are listed in Table V according to 
the types of sample used. 

TABLE V 

RESULTS FROM ESR TESTS WITH SMALL SAMPLES 

Sample 
Dynamite, Nitroglycerine Gel Type 
Black Powder 
Smokeless POWder (IMR-303l) 
RDX Type C-4 
Pl~sticized PETN or Detasheet 
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2. Large Scale Tests 

Two typeS of samples were used for the large- scale 
testS: black powder (DuPont FFg Superfine) and charcoal briquets of 
the type sold for home barbecuing. The black powder sample weighed 
1. 5 pounds. The charcoal sample consisted of briquets packed as dense 
as possible in a quart plastic container. The ESR responses from these 
two samples were as follows: 

1. 5 lb. Black Powder 2/1 Signal/Noise Ratio 

1 qua.rt of Charcoal 5/1 Signal/Nois~ Ratio 

From these results it can be concluded that the technique of electron 
spin resonance can be used to qetect the presence of black powder (if the 
sample is in a nonmetallic container) in airline luggage of the specified 
size. 

D. Results from NQR Tests 

The results from the NQR tests are included in Volume Z 
of this report. These results indicate that with the exception of C-4 
(RDX) the NQR technique is not useable for detecting the explosives of 
interest and that even this material can be more sensitively detected 
Vv'ith NMR. 
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IV. CONCL USIONS 

Tlw work dc'scrib('d in this t'('port has S),.lcccssfully demonstrated 
'th0 £ollowing: 

1. The utility of NMR in the detection of the explosives 
dynamite, smokeless powders, RDX and PETN. 

2. The utility of ESR for detection of black powder and 
,smokeless powd~r. 

3. That the use of NQR is essentially limited to the 
detection of RDX. 

4. The feasibility of constructing a magnet providing a 
sufficient field intensity and homogeneity over an 
adequate volume for use of NMR and / or ESR in 
checked b,aggage inspection. 

5. The feasibility of detecting an NMR response from a 
reasonable quantity (under 4 pound s) of material with 
an RF coil 9" long through which baggage up to 14" X 

2411 in cross sectional area. can be passed. 

6. The feasibility of detecting useful NMR response even 
in the presence of materials and items commonly 
found in checked baggage. 
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APPENDIX A 

NMR FUNDAMENTALS 
by 

William L. Rollwitz 
Institute Scientist" Southwest Research Institute 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

Nuclear Magnetic Rnsonance (NMR) depends on the fact that most nuclei 
have angular momentum in addition to a magnetic moment. As a result, in the 
pre sence of a steady magnetic field, Ho' these nuclei will undergo a precef)-

~. sional motion about Ho at a angular frequency Wo = 'YEo where 'Y is a nuclear 
U constant depending on the magnetic moment and angular momentum. Since 

each nucleus has a different l' factor, one can, theo:r:etically, determine 
different nuclei by observing the precessional frequency in a given magnetic 
ficld. The interactions of nuclei when placed in matter lead to small changes 
in w o ' and/or changes in the character of the precessional motion. Thus, NMR 
measurements are able to identify nuclei as well as give information about the 
~mvi romnent of the nucleus, i. e., about the physical state of matter. 

Consider an ensemble of nuclei, each surrounded by other nuclei in some 
atomic ~·onfiguration. In the absence of an external steady magnetic field, the 
axes of the magnetic moments of the nuclei are distributed uniformly over all 
eli rections, so that the resultant magnetization, M, of the complete ensemble is 
zero. The application of a uniform., fixed magnetic field He (in, say, the 
Z direction) leads to a non-equilibrium condition'described by the vector equation 

dM· - --='Y(M X H) 
dt 

(AI) 

Thi s state is equivalent to an equal occupation of all nuclear m.agnetic energy 
levels and consequently the nuclei are not in equilibrium with their surroundings. 
The l'quilibl'ium condition is established by the thermal modulation of the 
inh'l"actions between the nuclei and its surroundings. In this manner, a magne
ti zation, M7,,' is. built up to an equilibrium value, Mo. The growth with time can 
lw ch'scrib.t--d by means of .the "relaxatiol1 time" Tl in the following form 

(A2) 

when- Mo is the equilibrium magnetization at an in£~nitely long time. The 
value of Mo IS given by the Langevin fi!quation 

= N (!J.Ho) (!...:U) 
o kT 31 

(A3) 

where 
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N ::: the' 1\\It\\!l1'1' of n\lt.~lcar lna ev l1cls per llnit v()l\lnlt~ () ,... 

I-l ::: l1lagndic l1loment of the nuclei 

Ho = the external fixed magnetic field intensity 

k - Boltzmann's constant 

T ::: absoluh! temperature 

I = spin quantum nun1ber 

Xo ::: static nuclear magnetic susceptibility. 

The quantum numbet' I has integer or half-integer values where Ih/2rr is the 
angular l11on1entulll and the magnetic n10ment. 

Acini ng the l't'laxation term to equation (AI) yieldR 

dM z ---
cit 

(A4) 

'l'hj sis the equation of motion for M z in the presence of relaxation effects and 
a applied field H. In general, H can be composed of a steady field and a time 
~arying field. 

The energy exchange between the nuclear spin system and its sur
roundingll becomes even clearer if the concept of a temperature of the spin 
system Ts is introduced by 

M z ::: NolJ. ( IJ.Ho) (L±.l..) 
kT s 31 

(AS) 

Sinet'. whl.)l1 the magnetic field Ho is fi rst turned on, the "longitudinal 
magndi:r.ation" M z iR zero, the spin temperature T s is infinitely large. As the 
nuclear spin and the lattice exchange en~rgy, the spin ternperature falls to 
that of the s pedmon, T, and M z becomes equal to Mo. Whil(> the temperature 
l'C!uilibrium is being {'stabl:ished, energy is transferred from the nuclear spin 
Hystem to the surroundi ngs. 

Ii the specimen is subj octed to a steady magnetic field i.n the z direction 
and a radiofrequency fjl~ld III (HI much less than Ho) oscillating perpepdiculal' 
to H o ' then the macroscopic magnetization M. composed of all the magnetic 
fi e1 cis. pe dorms a spi ral motion. and a rotating "transverSe magnetization, " 
having components, Mx and My, is produced. The effect is greatest (resonance) 
when the frequ(' ncy of HI is the Larmor precession frequency. Since this 
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Jlt:ransver: .. H' llHl..gndi;.-,ation" is l'otating, it can'induce a voltage in a radio
frequency {'oil Htlrl'onnding the Rp('cimen. Thus with this resonan~e condition, 
the nucl(,.\t" magn(,ti7.ation can be netected. 

'the transverse magnetization also has relaxation mechanisms. All of 
these mechanisms are characterized by one relaxation time, TZ. Analogous 
to Equation (A4), TZ is quantitatively introduced as follows 

ciMx _ Mx 
- - - - + ,,(M X H)x; 

cit T Z 

dM M -Tt :: -T::;- + y(M X H)y (A6) 

Equations (A4) and (A6) are known as the Bloch Equations. 

For liquids, TI and TZ are very nearly equal and are often of the order 
of s ('conds. In crystals or solids, on the othe r hand, TZ may be very small 
(l 0 -4 to 10- 5 seconds) while TI can be of the order of seconds or even minute s. 

n. STEADY-STATE NMR THEORY 

After the application of the a scillating magnetic field, H I in addition 
to the steady field H o , the component of the nuclear magnetization along the 
x axi s approaches a steady value. If the equations for the motion (EquationA6) 

; are solved, under these conditions the equation for this magnetization is 

Mx = ZX'H 1 cos wt + ZX"HI sin wt (A 7) 

whl?rf' 

x" = ab~:;orptlon part of the nuclear susceptibility 

Xl = dispersion part of the nuclear s~sceptibility 

and 

w = frequency of applied ,rotating magnetic field. 

The nuclear susceptibilities are found to be 

(AS) 

and: 
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(A9) 

wl\l'I'(' 

tvto ::; st;,l.li (' nlt~ J Pill' rnagncti zatlon 

T 2. :: transvl' I' n.(' relaxation time 

'r 1 :: longitudi nal relaxation tin1.e. 

" W = frequencyof the applied rotating field 

'Y :: gyromagndic ratio for the resonating nuel ei 

nne! 

HI::; strengt.h of the rotating magnetic field. 

Till' 1'(' snnan(.'~\ conditloll i H who're w :: wo ' 
~'.l' \'0 i\nd \" i ~ 

Therefore, at resonance, Xl is 

Mo ., 1 (X II) _ ::; _ 'V l "' 
w - Wo 2 I.... 2. 2 

1 + 'Y HZTl T Z 
(AlO) 

II' th~! tt'rl1l 'Y2H~TIT2.' called the saturation term.:o, is« I, i.e., 5:: the 
absorption nuclear susc('ptibility is 

(All) 

TlmB, by rnoasuri np; X" and determining 'the peak value at w :: w o' the value of 
r\>10 can bl' c1eterm.inecl if T and T2 are known, By this means, from Equation (A3), 
I hl' nlll11b(~ t" of nuclei pl'I' unit volume can be measured. The value of X" would 
hi' Iinl'al"]Y rclatl~d to No only if T Z was constant for all values of No. If the 
valtH' of T2. is also U'wt\sul"ed or known, No could still be determined, 

, 
Wlwn D « 1 th\.., absorption susceptibility off resonance is 

~o 1 
(X")D :: 0 :: 2 yT 2 Z 2 

1 + (w 0 - w) T2 
(AI2) 

Tlw absorption pn rt 0 f tlw nuclear 111agnetic resonance sign<;l.l, 8" combining 
lo~q\lal;()nS (A 7) and (A 9), i~: 
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(Al3) 

WIWl'(' J( is a l"l)nstant cornbining all o( the terms in the detection scheme. 'If 
Lhl' abHorrtion signal is plotted as a function of (wo - w), the curve q£ 
1"igurL' A 1 is obtained. The maximum value occurs at resonance where 
w ::: Wo and is 

(A14) 

The width 5v of the absorption curve at one-half amplitude is 

ov = 2/TZ (AI5) 

TIH'n·f()I"l~, the width can be a measure of T Z under these conditions. 

Usually. however, n'ducing Hl to a value sufficiently low so as to 
m;Lk!' 1111' saturation tern1 much much less than one also reduces the maximum 
vnhll' of llw absorption curve as shown in Equation (A14). 1£ Equation (A14) 
is diffl~n'ntiall~d with respect to HI' it is found to have a maxi,mum value where 
{) -:: 1. Umier these conditions the' maximum signal is 

( 
T )1/2 (T )1/2 

(S")D _ 1 = Kw M.-l = K Xo HZ .-l 
- 0 0 T 1 "loT I' 

~--s~--~~---~-----------

o 
6zJo - (.) ... 

FIGURE AI. THE PLOT OF THE ABSORPTION TERM OF THE 
NUC LEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNAL WHEN THE 

SATURATION TERM IS MUCH MUCH LESS THAN ONE 
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Altho\lgh lal'!-ll'\' in ~ll"pli(llcl(', Equation (A16) shows that the arnplitud~ is 
J;('ill PI'l)POI"(iOlh\l ((l T/~ in addition to Ill'W being propol'fional to T 1, If in 
(Ill' cll'l'li l'l'cI nH'tt~Hl 1'1'1111'11/' hoth '1'2 and T 1 ilro fixed, tht~n quantitative mea
~1l1'('I)\l'l\b; could lH' IlHulo, and it would be advantagt;!ous to operate at a r-f 
it'v(!!, H, suc:h that D =- 1. 

Also, note that the maximum signal is proportional to H~ so that 
incn~ascd sensitivity can be obtained by increasing the operating field, Ho' 

The effect of T2. in the measurement can be eliminated by determining 
the area under the curve of Figure Al or by i~tegrating Equation (A9) .. The 
ar(;'a, All, is then proportional to: 

wlll'l"l.'<'\.5 tlw pl:ak heigh!: is equal to 

KWoMo/,Ill T Z 
1 + D 

(AI7) 

(AlB) 

II' HI is slll~h a value' ('hat P« 1, then th(~ area is independent of '1'1 and '1'2' 
whl! reas the ampliturh' is dependent on '1'2-

The dispersioll signal of Equation (AB) has some mteresting properties. 
It h'1S a maximum. vall\(' at 

(l f D)I/2 
(w - w) = ± "'-----:.--

o T2 
(A19) 

'l'11l~ amplitude of tht~ (lI~persion at that value of (wo - w) given by Equation (A19) 
iH 

(A20) 

A cOl1lpariHOn of the amplitude of the absorption curve S~ with that of the dis
pnrsion nlrVl! S~ shows that the absorption curve is twice the amplitude of the 
pnak of the dispcrsion·'1.lrve. and they are both a function of T2 so that nothing 
is gained by using the amplitude of the dispersion curve. However. when the 
a.rCla is determined from ~ero to the n"laximum value, the areais independent 
of both T 1 and T2' or: 

(A21) 
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In addition, an inspection of Equation (8) shows that as HI increases, the 
value of X I reaches a maximum value at HI infinite. Therefore, there are 
c~'rtai n advantages to be gained by using the dis per sion curve and integration 
up to thl~ peak value only. 

Hy thl'sc methods, then, it is possible to obtain a measure of Mo from 
Whl ch l'a.n bt' dt,termined the volume concentration No of the nuclear specie s 
elt'S I fl'rl. In all of the amplitude measurements and in the absorption area mea
SUrl'tlh'nt, tlw valne determined is influenced by the values, of Tl and T2 as 
wl'll as HI' Thl' absorption area measurement can be made relatively indepen
dl'nL of T 1 and T2 if D < < 1. Only in the partial integration of the dispersion 
\.·urVl~ is a vahlt~ obtained which is indep(~ndcnt of Tl and T 2 • 

Tn any ,'vent, the actual value of No is difficult to obtain unless all of 
t,;w para'(1H~ters are known. Since many parameters are difficult if not impossible 
{o rrwasure accnrately, one usually constructs a standard calibration curve of 
signal strength or area as a function of known concentration in standard' 
samples or a standard sample of the materjal to be measured. 

III. STEADY STATE TECHNIQUES 

A. Introduction 

Therl' arc 1'no rc than a dozen types of steady state nuclear 
llui.gndic: l'l'fiOnanCl' detectors which give a signal proportional to Equations (AS) 
and (A9) Ol' cOlllbinations of them. All of these techniques can be considered 
in on\' or two eaLt'goril's: (1) nuclear magnetic resonance absorption, or 
(l) nuch'ar magnetic resonance induction. The basic concepts of these two 
('ab.'gorios will be considored. In the absorption techniques, the radiofrequency 
rotati ng magndiC' field HI is supplied by the same coil from which the signal 
is taken. Therefore, they are sometimes labeled the "single-coil" systems. 
The indllction techniques utilize two coils. One supplies the radiofrequency 
rotatl ng field HI' say along the x axis. The other is placed in quadrature with 
Held of the first coil and the steady magnetic field, then along the yaxis. The 
two-coil system is sometimes called the crossed-coil system. 

B. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Absorption 

The fields and directions for this technique are shown in Figure A2. 
1f t lw matl'rial in the l'oil has a susceptibility, the inductance is changed from its 
VU.!lH' without the n1atorial, L Q , to the value 

{A22.} 
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FIGURE A2. THE DIRECTIONS OF THE COIL AND THE MAGN'ETIC 
. FIELDS FOR NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE ABSORPTION 

wht~re X represents the susceptibility. From Equation (A7), the coil will 
see two values of susceptibility in quadrature. Therefore, the total suscepti
bility is 

I • II 
X = X - IX (Af3) 

• 
It will also be necessary to consider a filling factor F which represents how 
well fj(le sample fills the magnetic field of the coil. 

Thercfol"e, the impedance of the coil can be written as 

(A24) 

where Ro is tl1l" AC rQsistance of the coil. The real part~(dispersion) of the 
susc('plibHity chang('fj the inductance, and the imaginary part (absorption) 
changes the lossr.s in (·oil. The fractional change in resistance is 

(AZS) 



Using Equation (A2.5), the amount of absorbed energy can be obtained. If V is 
the volume of the coil, and io is the peak current in the coil; then from energy 
considerations 

The average power, P, absorbed by the nuclei is 

1 .2 P:-ltl.R 
2. 0 

(AZ,6 ) 

(A27) 

Therefore, by combining Equation,s (34). (35). and (36)t the power absorbed by 
the nuclei is 

2. I' 
P = ZwHIFX V (AZB) 

If th(·~ coil is a part of a resonant circuit, whose impedance with no absorption 
is Zo = LoCoR (where Co is the resonating capacitance), then the change in 
impedance caused by the power absorbed by the nuclei is 

(A29) 

The voltage across the tuned circuit will be 

(A30) 

,m.d there will re!5ult a voltage change proportional to the impedance change which. 
is in turn proportional to the susceptibility which is proportional to the number 
of nuclei and the relaxation times by Equation (A9). Thus, a single coil can be 
used both to obtain a signal proportional to the number of nuclei and their 
relaxation times and to supply the rotating magnetic f~eld required by the 
resonance phenomenon. I 

As is shown by Equation (A2.4), the inductance is also changed by 
\ 

nuclear magnetic resonance absorption signal, or more specifically, by the 
dispersion term. Therefore, unless means are taken to exclude the effect of 
Lhe dis.pcrsion component, the voltage across the tuned circuit will be a function 
of both the absorption and dispel'sion terms. The meanS most often used is to 
make the rat(' of change (dV I dZ) of the voltage with impedance being very small 
for th,' inductive part and very large for the resistive part. Systems used are 
the bridge systems and the marginal oscillator systems . In the bridge systems, 
the bridge is inductively balanced and resistively unbal~nced to obtain the 
diffe rent rates of change. The bridge system can also be resistively balanced 
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and inductively ullb"lanced to display the dispersion signal. In the marginal 
oscillator systems. I:h(' tuned circuit, containing the inductance which is 
(ill(~d with the sarnpll', is the frequency controlling ele,ment of a weakly 
bEl dl1ating os'cillator. In this circllit, the oscillator voltage change with 
conductaJ'lcc change is very large, whereas, the voltage change with frequency 
is very small. By this means then, the marginal oscillator .displays only the 
absorption curve if the output is peak detected. The dispersion curve can be 
obtained if the outpl1t is detected by a frequency dis-,criminator, . 

C. Nudcar Magnetic Resonance Induction 
{ 1 

If two coils are used as shown in Figure A3, one can perform an 
induction measurement. The voltage induced int9 L Z as M precesses is 

(A31) 

where k is a constant which includes the coil geometry variables and the filling 
factor. The value of the magnetization in the y direction is 

My = 2H 1(X" cos wt - X' sin (j.}t) (A3Z) 

The induced voltage in LZ is 

v = 2l<wH (X" sin wt + X' cos wt) (A33) 

Thus, the output of coil LZ is a mixtul;'e of both X" and X' as it was in the 
sing17-coil system. Tn the induction system the separation is accomplished 
in the amplifier-detector system. 

The most straightforWqrd method. is the use of a radiofrequency 
phase detector in which a part of the voltage fed to L} is fed to the phase 
detector in the output of the radio;frequency· amplifie;r for use as a reference. 
When the .phase angle between the. reference· and the signal is Zero degree$, 
the output is proportional to X". Conversely', ~hen the phQ,se angle is 90 degree: 
rhe output is proportional to X'. 

, A straight detector wHl also, give a seJ:.>arati9n if another voltage 
is di rectly added to thf' system. This voltage is obtained from the leakage 
between coils LJ and L Z by adjusting their geometry. When the leakage is 
V:L sin wt. the- output of the detector will be 

(A34) 
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FIG URE A3. THE DIREC TIONS OF THE COILS AND FIELDS 
FOR NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE INDUCTION 

If vL is ITlUch larger than either of the signal voltages, the output is 

If the leakage is adjusted to be V L cos wt, the output will be 

(A35) 

(A36) 

Each of the Equations (A35) and (A36) are approximate becauSe the other term 
is not completely excluded. 

IV. TRANSIENT NMR THEORY 

J The transient NMR theory considers the behavior .ofthe spin system 
§( or magnetization) in two situations: (1) during a rf pufse and (2) after a rf 
pulse. Once this behavior is known, it can be applied ~p multiple pulse sequences 
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Lo produce signals yielding the particular desired information as will be dis
eu s s ed below. 

During the rf pulse, one as sumes that the r- f pulse width tw is much 

105s than 1'1 or 1'Z' This is equivalent to considering the spin system as 
beil'lg free, i. e., no relaxation effects as described by Equation (AI). 
Rewriting Equation (Al) in a coordinate frame rotating with the r-I field 

fh at angular frequency, w, one has, 

dt - (A37 ) 
dM 

.. .... 
where H = Ho + H l . Solving for the time derivative in the rotating frame, 

d ~ ) [ -~ ( ..... w ) ] -M =-Y MX H--
dt Rot. 'Y 

(A38) 

In thl~ rotating fram.c I the vector H is a constant vector. If the magnetic field 
and rf frequency arc adjusted to the Larmor precession frequency then 

no = ~ so that H = HI I only. Thus Equation (A38) become s 

~~ M) = ylvi X H (A39) 
Rot 

This equation show.~ thrtt the magnetization M simply precesses about HI 
ttt a angular rate 'YH 1 in the rotating frame as shown in Figure A4. 

If the r-I pulse width, tw, is adjusted so that 

(A40) 

1\.1: will rotate through an angle of 90°. This pulse is termed a 90° pulse. 
Similarly, a 180 0 pulse is formed by a pulse whose width satisfies -yHI tw = '!T. 

V. TRANSIENT TECHNIQUES 

A. Introduction 

The transient method of measurement affords a convenient means 
of measuring the equilibrium magnetization Mo as well as separately measuring 
the two relaxation timE'S 1'1 and T 2 . While steady-state methods of measuring 
l'<:,laxation times arc possible, the required homogeneity of the static magnetic 
field and saturation ('[frcts have made it difficult to make direct quantitative 
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FIGURE A4. GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF THE VECTORS . , 
IN EQUATION (A38) 

measurements of T 1 and T 2' The lack of a direct measurement would 
seri.ously limit the study of moisture in hygroscopic materials. It is 
characteristic of the transient method that it permits a direct measure of 
T 1 and T 2 with no nuclear saturation problems. The free precession technique 
of measuring relaxation times may be utilized even in the presence of a 
magnetic field with an inhomogeneity LlHo which is large compared to NMR 
linewidths. In fact, an inhomogeneous field is usually required for relaxation 
time measurements. 

, 
When nuclei have been in a fixed magnetic field Ho for a time 

much longer- than the relaxation times. thermal equilibrium has been 
established between the nuclei and their surroundings. This equilibrium 

I . 

re sults in a net nuclear magnetization Mo along the direction of the magnetic 
field. When a radiofrequency magnetic field, of magnitude Hl and of frequency 
W ;: l'Ho, is applied perpendicular to the fixed magneti~ field, the nuclear 
magnetization vector Mo begins to tip over perpendIcular to the plane enclosing 
Mo and HI. The rate of tipping, Wt' is 

(A41 ) 

Since wt is so many radians per second, the angle 8t through which the nuclear 
magnetization tips in a time, t, is: 
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(A4Z) 

When the nuclear magnetization is tipped away from its equilibrium condition' 
by an angle, (It' it is then not in thertnal equilibriutn and it precesses around 
th(~ direction of the magnetic field. It will then lose energy by the two relaxa
tion rr).C!thods at a rate> proportional to: the cosine of the tipping angle HmtHI 

T 1 plus the sine of the tipping angle times T z. Therefore, if the tipping angle 
is any odd multiph' of -rr/2, only T Z will be effective since the cosine will be 
~Cl'O and the sine unily. If ,the tipping angle is an even rnultiple of trIll only 
'1'1 will be eCfectiv('. Thus, it is possible to selectively measure either Tl 
01' TZ separately and distinctly by employing radiofrequcncy pulses of the 
propel' duration to give the proper tipping angle as defined by Equation (A42) • 

.. 
Usually, either 90 degree (TTIl) or 180 degree ('rr) pulses are used. 

These pulses arc usC',i either singly or in combinations to give an echo effect. 
Wht.'l'\ a single 90 dt'f!,ree pulse is applied', a signal is generated in the receiver 
coil as shown by the fiest pulse in Figure AS. This means that after a 90 degrt 
pulse. the Mo vector is in the x, y plane and two things happen to it. First, 
since it is composl'd of many individual vectors and they are now precessing 
i'reelYr each will precess at its own rate. In time t.his rate difference will 
cause the component vectors of the vector to dispel'S e to the condition that no 
voltage is induced inLo the receiver coil. This decay is called the free inductio' 
decay. Secondly, tlw magnit\lde of the individual magnetization vectors 

, 
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FIGURF. AS, 90"-90° METHOD'OF Tl MEASUREMENT 
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cornprising Mo will decrease as the nuclei lose energy by the T2 relaxation 
mechanism. Thus. there is both a spreading and ·a weakening of the magnetization 
vector followin.g a 90 degree pulse. Following a 180 degree pulse there should 
bl' 110 signal because the magnetization vector does not couple to the receiver 
coiL For all spin-echo measurements on paper, a single 90 degree pulse. or a 
combination of 90 degree and/ or 180 d~gree pulses has been used. With these 
two pulses, the value of Mo can be measured. the value of T2 carl. bE: measured, 

~ and the value of Tl can be measured. 

B. Measurement of Mo 

In order to measure the total equilibrium magnetization Mo. it 
is only necessary to apply a single r-f pulse and observe the maximum amplitude 
of the free indu'ction decay signal. The voltage induced in the receiver coil due 
to the free induction decay signal following a single r-f pulse is 

where 

and 

(A43) 

Mo ;: the z component of the magnetic moment at equilibrium 

'Y ::.: the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus 

HI :: the magnitude of one component of the rotating magnetic 
radiofrequency field at the nucleus 

tw :: the duration of the r-f pulse 

T~ :: ..Jl/'Yo is the linewidth. 

Tlw 'he to of the time scale is the beginning of the r-f pulse. Diffusion effects 
ar('> l1<,glected. 

The express ion ('YHI tw) is ttle tipping' angle of Equation (A42). The 
magnitude Qf the r- f pulse and its duration are chosen so as to make the angle 
equal to rr/2.. The amplitude is also chosen such that 'YHI »l/T~. When 
o :: Tr/'l, a 90 degree pulse is obtained as indicated in Equation (A42,). The sine 
of an angle of rr/2. radians is equal to one, and thus, Equation (A43) becomes 

(A44) 

Equation (A44) shows how the free induction 'signal may be studied 
as a. function of time and how Mo is measured. 1£ the measurement is made at 
il time just graater than tw (right after the 90 degree pulse) then V(t) very nearly 
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l~quals Mo. The shorlCl' the 90 degree pulse, the greater the accuracy. For 
all of the reported measurements, the pulse length was much less than the 
free precession decay time, and the measurements were accurate to within 
2. percent. 

If the va.lue of T~ of Equation (A44) is made very large by 
decreasing the magnet inhomogeneity, then the free induction decay will be 
controlled by T2., and the free ind~ction decay can be used to measure T 2.' 

C. Mcasuroment of T 1 

As has been bri'efly described previously, a comblnation of 
pulses of the proper len.gth and height can be ~sed to meaSU1'e T l . Three 
distinct methods can he used: (1) the 90 degree - 90 degree double pulse 
sequence, (2) the 180 degree - 90 degree or null method, and (3) the 90 degree -
90 defrree - 90 degree triple pulse system. 

(l) The 90 0 
- 90 0 Method 

When two pulses are applied as shown in Figure 1 a, the 
free decay following the first pulse is 

V](t) = Mo sin (I'H 1tw1 ) exp - (t/TZ + tZ/TiZ)· (A45) 

The free decay following the second pulse a time 'T after the first pulse is 

Vz.(l) = Mosin(,),H1twZ) {1+[~OS('YH1twl) - 1] 

('XP (- T/T 1)} exp [- (t- T)/T Z ] f'Xp[t- T)Z/T~Z) 

- 1/2.Mosin{,),Hltw1)[cos(,),Hltw2.)+ 1) 

exp(- tiT.?) exp(- t2/T~2) 

In 'both Equations (A45) and (A46), diffusion effects have been neglected, 

(A46) 

When both lwl and twZ: the width of the first and second 
pulse. respectively, arc made of the proper length to make 

'ylill 1 = "I'E}l ) = lilt. 
\'1. • \\ c.. 

and V Z(t) are 

(A47) 
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and 

(A48) 

With the proper choice of the value of 'J;'! in EquationE$ (A47) and (A48). the 
dc-cay voltages can be made to be 

and 

[ (t-T)] [ - --.---..- exp -
.TZ . 

At the time T. if T > > TZ. the dec::ay volt<;tgesare 

and 

(t - T)~ ] 
T*~ 

Z 

, . 

(.A.49) 

(ASO) 

(ASl) 

(ASZ) 

Therdorc, the decay signal fcHowin·g the second 90. degree pulse hC\.~ Ct'!:l . 
amplitude which is proportio,nal to the time constant T l' If the amplitJ.l,de 
of the decc;ty signal following the second puls~ il3 plotted as a function 9f T, 

the value of T r can be obtait:l,ed. The more useful plot is that of tv 1(0) ... , 
V z.(T} 1 as a function of T. In either c<;tse, the slope is T 1 within the accuracy 
with which ~he second term of Equation, (A48) is negligible relative to the 
first term. The pulse sequence and the two free-decay signq,ls are ~hown i~ 
Figure 5. 

(2.) 

When the first pulse wiclth twl is ma4e to be equivalent 
to 180 deg~ees and the secon.d pulse width twz is made to be 'equiv~lent to 
90 degrees, as shown in Figure A6, then . . 

(A53) 

and 

~ . . ZJ' t T !i . Mo [1 - 2. ('xp (- T/Tll \ ('''1) _ L_)+ \ . r) 
TZ T,:,2 
\' 2-

(A54) 
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FIGURE A6. 180°" 90° OR NULL METHOD OF 
T 1 MEASUREMENT 

At the end of the second pulse, or at t ::: 7, the free-decay signal following 
the spcond pulse is 

(A55) 

Whel1 Llw value of 7 iii adjusted such that V Z(7n )90 ::: 0, \.110n the value of Tl 
r.rtn be calculated from '1'1 ::: Tn/1.nz, where Tn is the value of the pulse 
separation to mak<~ tlw free decay after the second pulse equal to zero. This 
method does not dClwnd upon the approximation of the no degree - 90 degree 
method, but it does have a diffusion effect. 

(3) The 90° - 90° - 90° Measurement of Tl 

When three 90 degree pulses are applied as shown in 
Figure A 7. there will be free decays following each pulse and there will be 
('choos at times of 27}, (72 + 71), {272 - 27l}, (272 - 71)' and 2TZ' The 
("choes at 271 and (72 + 71) are the most important. The echo at 271 is called 
the primary echo. The echo at (72 + 71) is called the stimulated echo. 
Table Al shows the amplitudes of the various echoes of Figure A7 with diffusion 
being neglected. If 71 is kept constant and 72 is varied, the amplitude of the 
Ht.lmlllatcd echo at 72. 1 71 can be plotted as a function of 72 to give the time 
("ons tant T 1. As wi 11 he seen later, the primary echo can be used as a measure 
of T2 as 71 is Va.riNl. 
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Echo Position 

1. Primary 

? Stimulated 7Z ~ 71 -. 

3. 272 
~j: 

'f 
4. Z72 - 71 

5. Z 72 - 271 

" 

TABLE Al 

ECHO AMPLITUDES 

________ E;..,..;;;c.;,;:h,.;;.o...,;A;..:;.rn pli tude 5 

Trig. Part Exponential Part 

l/Z sin 8 1 sin 9Z sin 83 

.sin 8 1 cos Z 8Z/ Z sinZ 83 /Z 

sin 8Z sinZ 83/Z 

-sin 81 sinZ 92/ 2 sinZ 93/ Z 
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exp (- Z7z/TZ) 

exp - ({ 2. 72 - Z 71 ) / T Z J 

exp - [( 272 - 271 )/T21 



2. 1:2 - 2 1', 

FIGURE A 7. 90 0 _90 0 _90 0 METHOD OF T 1 MICASUREMENT 

(1) Tlw Hahn or 90 Q 
- 180 0 Method 

Tlw es senHals of the Hahn method are shown in Figure AS. 
"nd in Table AI. In. Table 1 it is seen that if 81 = iT/2. 02 = 'IT, and 83 = 0 (no 
third pulse), then there is only a single echo at 27"1' The echo amplitude 
dr:.'creases exponentially with increasing puise ,<:;pacin'g 71' Therefore, if the 
echo amplitude is plotted as a function of 71 fo'.£' succes sive applications of the 
two puls(~s, allowing equilibrium to be established between the pulses, the 
1.'<.:hoes of Figure A8 wilL be obtained. When the varibus echoes are plotted as 
n multiple exposure, the exponential decay is readily obsel'ved, This method 
l·(·q1.lirc..~s that the r:.·quilibrium condition be established between each echo amplitude 
rnNl.SU1'emenL for each different pulse spacing 7. Therefore, the time between 
measuremcnts must be at least 10 ti.mes the value of T l' If there is any diffusion 
(~rrr:.·ct, th('n the ef!t~d will be enhanced because of this long time. To decrease 
l\w e(f(~cl of diffusion on the T2 measurement, the Carr-Purcell method can be 
IlI?lHI. 
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(2) The Carr-Purcell Method 

An inspection of Table A 1 shows that for three pulses, 
if tlw first is a 90 degree pulse and the other two are 180 degree pulses, and 
if t1w s<.~cond pulse if Tl away from the first pulse and the third pulse is 3T1 
(rom th<.' £i rst pulse, then there will be a primary echo at Z7 1 and a stimulated 
('eho at 471' The amplitude of the pulse at Z71 is Moe - 271/ T Z' The amplitude 
of the pulse at 471 is Moe - 47 1/ TZ. A further analysis would show that 
another 180 degree pulse added at 571 will produce another stimulated echo 
at 671_ As more 180 degree pulses are added at odd multiples of 'T1' there 
are more stimulated echoes at even multiples of'Tl' The case for one 90" 
pulse and three 180 0 pulses is shown in Figure A9. This measurement is 
made from one equilibrium condition and is completed in less than a time 
equal to 10TZ. Therefore, the effect of diffusion is reduced. 

(3) The Free-Decay Method 

As stated previously in Equations (A43) and (A44), the free 
inductiol~ decaY,can be used to measure the value of T2 for very short T Z 
values where TZ can be made very long. The lower limit is approximately 
20 microseconds. This limit is set by the limitations on th', value of HI 
n~quir(>d for a very short 90 degree pulse length of a few microseconds. The 
upper limit is about 500 microseconds which is determined by the lower 
limit of the magnet inhomogeneity. 

F. Regenerated Free-Decay 

The essential idea of the pulse regeneration system is shown 
in Figure AID. Figure AID shows that the decay following a single 90 degree 

90 U 
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FIGURE A9. CARR-PURCELL METHOD OF MEASURING T Z 
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FIGURE AlO. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE 
REGENERA TED FREE DECAY 

pulse is a value Ml which is less than the value Mo at time equal to zero. The 
delay is caused by the decay during the pulse and the dead time of the receiver 
following the' lar gc overload from the leakage of the 90 degree pulse. (The 
exact scale has not been used to obtain clarity.) The dashed line shows how 
lhl' d0C;Ly has procecded up to the time when the decay signal can be observed. 
nctWl'l~n tw ilnd Ld' the receiver has been saturated and has given ~o signal 
output. Iktw(~en lei and t s ' the receiver is coming out of saturation and is 
giving back tl1L' signal. The value of the decay signal, M 1 , at ts is much 
lrss than tl1l' amplitude, Mo. required to be measured. 

How('vcr, 1f another 90 degree pulse is inserted a time, 7 (TZ < 'T> td), 
apl'r tlw start of till' first pulse, and the radiofrequency within the pulse is 
ph:1SI'-shiftl'd by ')0 degrees rclative to the first pulse, then the regenerated 
lit'cav l)( Figure' lOb will be obtained. The regeneration will start at the end of 
second PUISl' as shown and the peak will occur at 2. 1£ the dead time after the 
s<.'conci pulse permits the regenerated signal to come to the maximum, then the 
value of Mo can be measured. This then makes an exact measurement of Mo 
possibh' [or values of the relaxation time which are nearly equal to the pulse 
width plus the dead tipLe. For inst8;nce, if the pulise width is 4 microseconds 
and the dt'ad Hmc is 2. microseconds, then Mo can be measured for TZ values as 

. low as 7 microseconds. The regeneration scheme will not work if there is 
motion narrowing of the linewidth or for TZ value·s above 50 microseconds. 
Thcn'forC', it is effective for T Z values of between a few microseconds to 
1)0 microseconos. 
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APPENDIX B 

HIGH POWER RF PULSE 
GENERATION TECHNIQUE 

Dur,~ng this program, previously considered means for simply 
~enerating the high peak RF power required for transient NMR detec
tion in large sample volume were evaluated. The approach utilized was 
a capacitor discharge into a resonant LC circuit which resulted in a 
free ringing signal centered on the circqit frequency. This investigation 
is described in this Appendix. 

The basic diagram of gated, freely oscillating or ringing circuit 
is given in Figure B-l. When the switch is open, capacitor,G, charges 
to the voltage of the high voltage supply, VS. When the switch is closed, 
the ringing circuit is "gated on". The capacitor, C, then discharges 
through the switch and the detection coil L. Since Land G now com
prise a series resonantcircuH, the voltage across the detection coil will 
be a vo).tage oscillating at the frequency 

w2 = l/LC 

and decaying in amplitude according to the relation 

v = Vs exp 
-t 

2RC 
cos 6.>t. 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

In the' time T :: 2L/R, or one time constant, the amplitude of oscillation 
will decrease from a peak value of V sat t = 0 to O. 37 V S. The time 
constant, T, therefore, is 

2L 
T = = 

R 

2Q 

w 

If Q :: lOa, and w = 21l" x 2.5 x 106 radians, then 

T = 2 x 100 = 12.7 x 10-6 seconds. 
6. 28 x 2. 5 x l06 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

If a 5-microsecond wide pulse is desired, the switch could be turned 
on for only 5 microseconds and then turneq off. When the switch is 
turned off, the oscillation will stop and capacitor C will be recharged 
through the charging resistance to VS' The voltage thus produced is as 
drawn in Figure B-2. In the 5-microsecoJ+d time, the peak value of the 
oscillating voltage has decayed from Vs to 0.675 VS. 
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FIGURE B-l.BASIC DIAGRAM 
OF THE GATED, FREELY~ 
OSCILLATING CIR CUlT FOR 
TRANSIENT NMR 

FIGUREB-Z. PULSE GENERATED 
BY THE CIR CUlT IN F:!:GURE 5 
WHEN THE SWITCH IS TUR NED 
ON AT t = 0 AND OFF AT t = 5 
MICROSECONDS 

'FIGURE B-3.GATED SELF
OSCILLA TING OR RINGING 
CIRCUIT WHEREIN THE 
HYDROGEN THYRATRON Vl 
IS USED AS THE START 
SWITCH AND Vz IS U SED AS 
THE DAMPER TO TUR N OFF 
THE RINGING OR SELF 
OSCILLA TION 

i 
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10- 0 sf'c/ cm 

10- 6 s(';c/crn 

a. Damper Tube V2 not 
used. 

b. Damper Tube V 2 and C 1 
not used. 

c. Damper tube and C 1 both 
used. 

FIGURE B-1.0SCILL.ATING VOLT}\GJ!~ ACROSSLI IN FIGURE 7 FOR 
THREE CONDITIONS 
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AftC'r much pxperimentation it was found that high current hydro
gC'11 Thyratrons should makC' a usable switch for supply voltages, VS, up 
to 25,000 volts except that other means of "turn-offll would be required. 
To t(>st thC'sc "switches ll , the circuit in Figure B-3 was constructed and 
t('stc>d. The test results from the use of Figure B-3 are given in the 
oscilloscope photographs in Figure B-4. The oscilloscope pictures are 
of the voltage across Ll in Figure B-3, the NMR detection coV when the 
circuit is used as a transient NMR detector. The time·constant for the 
dnging with no damping, Figure B-4a, is approximately 4.5 micro
seconds. This ringing time means that the circuit Q is about 35. When 
the 500 pi capacitor CI in Figure B-3 was removed, the decay without 
damping was reduced to less than one microsecond, indicating that the 
self-oscillating Q of the circuit had been reduced to about 8. 

When the circuit of Figure B-3 was used with CI and with the 
damper VZ' the RF pulse given in Figure B-4c was obtained. Such a 
pulse is more like the ones used previously with the driven oscillator 
system, 

In the past, the matching circuit in Figure Z used a series 
resonant circuit for the detection coil and an L-network to match the 
input to the RF signal amplifier. In these circuits, as used previously, 
the ring-down time, after the driving RF pulse had been removed, was 
controlled by selecting the value of the Q of the series re sonant circuit. 
When the gated, self-oscillating generator was adapted for use with the 
series resonant detection circuit, the circuit in Figure B-5 resulted. 
In Figure B-5, the capacitance CI charges to the power supply voltage 
Vs when the Thyratron VI is "off". When the Thyratron is turned "onll 
by a triggC'r pulse on the grid, capacitor CI discharges through the 
resistor Rl and through Dl, C3, LI, etc. The resultant voltage across 
Rl is given by the oscilloscope picture reproduced in Figure B-6a. With 
a voltage Vs of 1450 volts, the negative 500-volt pulse in Figure B-6a 
was obtained. There is a self-oscillating voltage across the detection 
coil Ll as is given in Figure B-6b. About 0.50 microseconds after the 
start of the pulse of the first trigger, another trigger pulse is seen in 
Figure B-6a to again turn "on11 the Thyratron VI' Thi~ second trigger 
was unwanted and caused by feedthrough or feed.back to the trig'ger 
gene rator causing another trigger pulse in an undesired position. 

In spite of the retriggering (which was s\.lbsequently corrected)~ 
when the detection coil {Ll in Figure B-5} was inserted into the large, 
magnet (Figure 4), transient NMR signals were obtained with samples 
of glycerol and phenolic rod. The peak of the NMR signal occurred at 
35 microseconds after the start of the pulse and the signal amplitudes 
were 
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Figur€l 9. 

FIGURE B-6. VOLTAGES ACROSS Rl AND Ll IN FiGU,RE. 9 W~TH Cl~ 
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0.6 volts for the phenolic rod, and 

3.5 volts £01' the glycerol sample. 

The detection coil was the one shown in. Figure 4, having an inside diam
eter of one inch. 

To determine how large the RF pulses could be made across the 
detection coil with the circuit: in Figure B-5, the part 0:£ the circuit to 
tbe receiver was disconnected and the voltage measured across the 
detection coil. For these tests, Cl was chosen to be 5000 pf, RZ was 
incr0ased to 3 megohms, and Rl was raised to 107 ohms. The RF 
pulsE'S in Figure B-7 were obtained with Vs = 10,000 volts. In Figure 
B-6a, no capacitance was added from the plate of VI to the ground. In 
Figu!"C' B-7b, a high-voltage capacitance of 510 pf was added across 
VI, in Figur'C' B-7c, 10ZO pi was added, and in Figure B-8d 1530 p£ was 
us('d. The' peak pulse amplitude wa s 10,000 volts and the pulse duration 
was one microsAcond in Figures B-7a and B-7b. The pulse duration 
was long<>r in Figures B-7c and B-7d with the much larger capacitances 
shunted across the Thyratron VI. 

A comparison was made of the frequency spectrum of the RF 
pulses from the gated, freely oscillati.rlg pulse generator and the driven 
oscillator. No large differences Were noted. However, only the spectra 
of amplitude Were recorded. The equipment could not display phase 
differences if any existed, It was noted in a paper by J. D. Ellett, et a~ 
in Vol. 5 of "Advances in Magnetic Resonance", Vol. 5, edited by J. S. 
Waugh, (1971). that phase change s had been noted during the riSe and 
fall times in driven oscillation pulse s. Thes~ phase changes were 
rather larg<> and caused by the presence of a quadrature component 
only during the' time s of changing amplitude. Therefore; We could expect 
a phasCl change during all of the time with a free-oscillation pulse be
cause it is always falling in amplitude after the initiating pulse. 

To determine if there Were difference~ between the signals de
t('\cted with t~e driven- and free-oscillation pulse s, eXPeriments were 
made using c&mparable pulses of both types. The same circuit as 
drawn in Figure 4 was used fol' the gated, free oscillation circuit. For 
the driven oscillation condition, the output of the gated power amplifier 
was fed into the 5000 pf condenser CI' with'the Thyratron turned off. 
The results obtained are displayed in Figure ;S-8. In both caSes in 
Figure B-8, the pulse condi:1:ions Were adjusted for the maximum signaL 
The peak value of the fl'ee':'oscillation pulse'in Figure B-8b is 7500 volts 
and its decay has a time constant of 9 microseconds. The free-oscil
lation pulse of Figure B-8b produced the free induction decay NMR 
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10~6 sec/cm 

10-6 sec/cm 

10- 6 sec / C1n 

a. No Capacitance from 
Plate to Ground of 
Thyratron 

b. 510 pf from Plate to 
Ground of Thyratron 

c. 1020 pi from Plate to 
Ground of Thyratron 

d. 1530 pf from P~ate to 
Ground of Thyratron 

FIGURE B-7. PULSI'~S GENERATED ACROSS THE DETECTION COIL WITH 
THE CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 9 UNDER FOUR DIFFER.ENT 
C01\!'fn'1'IONR . 
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FIGURE B-H. COMP.AR~SON OF FID J NMR SIGNALS WITHDRrVE~ AND 
FREE OSCILLA TION PULSES 
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signal of Figure B-8a. The peak amplitude was 1 volt. 

TIl(' peak value of the driven oscillation pulse in Figure B-8d is 
only 4000 volts and its length from the 10% rising value to the 10% 
falling value is 13 microseconds. The width of the pulse at its 90% 
points is 5 microseconds. The signal produced by the driven oscillat~on 
pulse is 2 volts peak as shown in Figure B-8c. Thus with a much 
£:)maller pulse, the driven oscillation pulse produced twice as much 
transient NMR signal amplitude as did the free oscillation pulse. The 
reasons for this difference are not fully known and understanding re
quires further investigation. Such further investigation of this technique 
was not possible within the limited scope of the present program. 
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